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ABSTRACT 

These days research in Optical Character Recognition is popular for its application potential 

in banks, post offices, insurance, and other governmental and non-governmental 

organizations. Other application areas include library automation and natural language 

processlllg. 

As Amharic is the working language of Ethiopia and used as a means of corrununication by 

most governmental and non-governmental organizations, there is a huge collection of 

document and processing that could benefit from OCR system. To this end, since recent 

times, research in the area of Amharic OCR system has been undertaken at SISA. The 

present research is a continuation with the aim of improving the performance of the system 

under investigation at SISA in recognizing characters written in different font types. 

To this end, feature-based approach was considered after thoroughly studying features of 

Amharic characters. Algorithms for thinning and feature extractions were reviewed from 

literature. An attempt was made to implement some of these algorithms so as to see their 

performance on Amharic text printed in different typefaces. Previous algorithms 

implemented for segmentation (stage-by-stage segmentation) and feature 

extraction/detection (tree-based topological features extraction teclmique) are incorporated 

with some modification to complete the Amharic OCR. The system is then tested on sample 

Amharic documents of actual cases (written in Agafari, WashRa and Visual Geez) and test 

results obtained for each of the case is repOt1ed. Recommendations are also drawn to 
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highlight areas of further research so as to improve the current work and incorporate other 

features to Amharic OCR system. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

1.1.1 Definition 

With the advancement of computer teclmology, faster, more powerful processors provide 

users with more computer capability per unit of cost. High speed printers and other output 

devices generate more information at a faster rate than ever before, and new computer 

applications are constantly being developed. The emphasis on improving the capability of 

computers for internal data processing and output production speeds has aggravated the data 

input problems into the computer system (Gray, 1977). Gray further adds that tight 

schedules, queuing delays, the shortage of skilled computer operators, high personnel 

turnover rates, inaccurate data entry, and generally increasing costs of data entry have 

created unsatisfactory operating conditions for most data processing systems and users. In 

response, efficient, fast and reliable input methods, like Optical Character Recognition 

(OCR) technology, have been demanded and, hence, offered much of the technology 

necessary to develop such devices (Genovese, 1970). 

OCR, as a direct computer input method, is concerned with the automatic conversion of 

scanned and digitized images of machine printed or hand-written characters to the binary 

code (usually to ASCII code) that the computer understands, thereby enabling to input text 

data either on-line or off-line into computer readable format. The OCR machine accepts on-

line input data directly as the user is writing on a digiti zed tablet with a special purpose 
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stylus. Where as, off-line input data is captured by the machine after a written or printed 

data on a paper is digitized with a scanner (Dereje, 1999). 

OCR system contains three logical components: Image scanner, OCR software/hardware, 

and output interface (Srihari and Lam, 1997). The image scanner optically captures digitized 

grey scale text images of the document material to be recognized. Text images are then 

processed with OCR software and hardware. The software/hardware system involves three 

operational steps, which includes document analysis or pre-processing (isolate individual 

character from the text image), character recognition (recognition of the extracted character 

images), and contextual analysis or post-processing (either to correct miss-classifications 

made by the recognition algorithm or to limit recognition choices). The output interface is 

responsible for communicating character recognition results of the OCR system to the users 

(Srihari and Lam, 1997). 

In OCR system, the level of character segmentation and recognition depend upon both 

original document quality and registered image quality. Poor quality originals (poor copies, 

poor quality paper, unusual type faces , etc.), different writing styles, complexity of the 

layout and format, and poor quality scanning (the resolution of the scanner) greatly affects 

the performance of the OCR system and results in misclassification or rejection of 

characters. To solve such problems encountered in character recognition and improve the 

accuracy rate (i.e. a high correct recognition rate, low miss-recognition rate, and low 

rejection rate) of the OCR system, pre-processing teclmiques, such as image enhancement, 

skew detection and correction, underline removal , and normali zation, are applied (Green, 

1993). 
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1.1.2 Historical Development 

According to Gray (1977), OCR technology was invented in the early 1800s, when it was 

patented as reading aids for the blind. In 1870, C. R. Carey patented an image transmission 

system using photocells, and in 1890 P.G. Nipkow invented sequential scanning OCR (Gray, 

1977; Pal and Chaudhui, 1995). The year 1911 was an early appreciation of OCR which is 

evidenced by Hyman Goldberg 's proposal for an OCR designed as an on-line message entry 

device (Genovese, 1970). However, Gray notes that the practical OCR teclmology used for 

reading characters was introduced in the early 1950s as a replacement for keypunching 

system. A year later, D.H. Shephard developed the first commercial OCR for typewritten 

data. In 1960, OCR began to make a noticeable impact on commercial and government data 

processing as multi-font document reader devices were delivered. In the 1970 's there was an 

inlroduclion of mullimedia syslems combining OCR and key-to-disk stations (Gray, 1977). 

In 1970 there emerged the first high-speed OCR systems capable of reading a wide variety 

of documents, ranging from small to large pages, written in different font styles. The 1980' s 

saw the emergence of OCR systems intended for use with personal computers. As PC-based 

OCR became practical, much more powerful systems, with fast scalmers, special processors, 

a workstation host, and multiple editing terminals, were also developed (Nagy, 1992). 

1.1.3 Applications 

The use of OCR is advantageous over keyboard-based data entry devices in most 

applications: in digiti zing and preserving library materials, in processing checks and credit 

card slips, in sorting mails, etc. Since the purpose of OCR is to decrease the input bottleneck, 
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it enables to automate data entry by reducing human involvement in transcribing data into 

the computer. As a result, OCR provides the fastest means of data conversion, with high 

accuracy, and at a lower cost per record or form than manual data entry (Gray, 1977). In 

addition, the use of OCR can have a lot of benefits (Green, 1993); namely, 

• Improve accuracy of data entry, 

• Increase efficiency in data storage, data retrieval, and data processing, 

• Identify the specific form within a particular application, 

• Read texts and produce a synthesized voice translation for blind or visually 

handicapped users. 

1.1.4 Current Status 

As Gray (1977) notes, the demand for OCR technology is growing rapidly and has got ever 

widening acceptance. Because, OCR systems have become less expensive, more versatile, 

faster and more reliable (Nagy, 1992). Nowadays, it is common to find PC-based OCR 

systems capable of recognizing several hundred characters per minute (at least for Latin 

scripts). More fonts can be recognized than ever with today's OCR systems and most 

systems are capable of reading a variety of machine printed and typewritten fonts. That 

means, the system can handle data generated by printers, typewriters, cash registers, and 

other devices (Nagy, 1992). Further, OCR is capable of accepting hand-written characters 

and cursive writings . It is al so equipped with software for spell checking, and for flagging 

suspicious characters or words (Pavlidis and Mori, 1992). However, as Srihari (1993) notes, 

since creating an algoritlU11 with a one hundred percent correct recognition rate is quite 
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impossible in this world of noise and different font styles, further research is still going on to 

increase the versatility and accuracy of the machine. 

1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

To exploit the potential of OCR technology, most countries 111 Europe, Far East Asia, 

Americans, etc. have been undertaking research as to the application of OCR technology to 

their own native language (Pavlidis and Mori, 1992). These days OCR systems can read a 

variety of documents written in languages such as Latin, Japanese, Chinese, Hindu, Arabic, 

Swedish, Russian, Tibetan and the like (Pavlidis and Mori, 1992). In the same way, 111 

Ethiopia research has been conducted in the area of Amharic OCR since 1997. 

Of interest in this respect is a thesis work of Worku (1997) at SISA. His work was on the 

applications of OCR techniques to the recognition of Amharic documents. To this end, a 

stage-by-stage segmentation algorithm and recognition teclmique based on topological 

feature of each character is adopted to develop Amharic OCR system. He tested the adopted 

segmentation and recognition algorithms on laser printouts of text with normal type style of 

WashRa font (WashRa, which is developed by EthiO systems, is one of the Amharic 

computer fonts used in word processing) with 12-point font size. Out of the 20,259 total 

number of characters in the test case, 19,426 characters were correctly recognized which 

amounts to 97.14% accuracy. Worku further tested the system on Amharic texts of the 

following: 
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• An original text from the Amharic daily newspaper "Addis Zemen", where the text is 

printed on a grayish paper, 

• A text from Amharic fiction, where the text is printed on a grayish paper, 

• A printout on white paper written using the Nebar font ofNCI, and 

• A printout on white paper written using WashRa font with bold and italic styles. 

Except the test result of the italicized text (which is almost 0% success) the results obtained 

from the other cases are presented in the following table. 

No. of Correct No. of Accuracy 

No. Test case characters recognition errors in% 

1 Text from 'Addis Zemen' 860 242 618 28 .14 

2 Text from Amharic fiction 1194 904 290 75.15 

3 Text from Nebar font ofNC! 1995 1503 492 75.34 

4 Bold WashRa font 1064 1052 12 98.87 

, TABLE 1.I TEST RESULT OF WORKU S ADOPTED ALGORITHM ON PRINTED TEXTS 

From the above fact, it is clear that Worku seems to be successful in developing recognition 
/ 

algorithm for the WashRa font. However, the accuracy of the recognition for the test cases 

written in other fonts does not seem to be satisfactory (as the result tends to decrease for 

others than WashRa font with normal and bold type styles). The reasons for this could be 

attributed to, on the one hand, the poor quality of printed outputs (for instance, texts from 

Addis Zemen which are printed on a grayish paper), and, on the other hand, the sensitivity of 

the recognition algorithm to certain typefaces. In this respect, Worku strongly recommended 
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the need to make the adopted algorithm recogl11ze different Amharic fonts, including 

formatted texts and hand-written ones. Hence, further research is expected to be conducted 

as to the development of character recognition algorithm which is not that much sensitive to 

different writing styles and pre-processing algoritlm1s for thinning, underline removal, noise 

detection and image enhancement. 

As a continuation of Worku's effort, Ermias (1998) further performed hi s thesis work on the 

recognition of formatted Amharic text in accordance with Worku's recommendation. The 

purpose of the research was to incorporate pre-processing techniques to previously adopted 

recognition algorithm so as to enable it recognize formatted Amharic texts. As documents 

written in the Amharic script come in various font size, underline style, and have italics 

feature, Ermias adopted pre-processing algorithms for thil111ing italicized style and underline 

detection and removal. He incorporated the thi1111ing and underline removal algorithms with 

the previously adopted recognition algorithn1 to test the performance of the system. The test 

resu lt showed that 21 % accuracy is registered for Amharic text printed in WashRa font. The 

accuracy rate decreased because of the change of the width of the characters by the thil111ing 

algorithm. As a result, there is a need to retrain the recognition algorithm the features of the 

thi1111ed characters. 

Dereje (1999) has attempted to further work his M. Sc. thesis in this direction with the aim 

of improving the Amharic OCR by enabling it recognize typewritten Amhari c text. Dereje 

first tested Worku's algorithm on typewritten Amharic text and has found the following 

results. 
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No of Correct No of Accuracy 

No. Test case characters recognition errors in% 

I Mechanical Typewritten Text 363 30 333 8.26 

Page-I 

2 Mechanical Typewritten Text 310 - 310 0 

Page-2 

3 Electric Typewritten Text 269 3 263 2.28 

page-3 

4 Electric Typewritten Text 730 23 707 3.15 

page-4 

TABLE 1.2 TEST RESULT OF WORKU'S ADOPTED ALGORITHM ON TYPEWRITTEN 
AMHARIC TEXT 

With the purpose of improving the performance of the system, he adopted pre-processing 

algorithms, such as image enhancement and character building and integrates them to 

previously developed segmentation and recognition algorithms by Worku (with some 

modification to suit them to typewritten script). He tested the result on typewritten Amharic 

text and achieved a recognition rate of 53.47%. Based on his findings, Dereje mainly 

recommended that in order to enhance the recognition accuracy of Amharic OCR system, it 

is important to adopt recognition algorithms that are not very sensitive to the features of the 

writing styles of characters. As a first step, effort should be exerted to make the adopted 

algorithm insel~sitive to the various font types. 

Hence, the aim of this study is to investigate and extract the attributes of Amharic characters 

so as to generalize the previously adopted recognition algorithm handle the different 

typefaces of Amharic characters. 
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1.3 JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY 

OCR has been receiving considerable attention as the result of the phenomenal growth of 

office automation (Chow, 1973). Since the late 1980s, the availability of relatively 

inexpensive document scarUlers and computer based optical character recognition programs 

has made OCR an attractively priced data entry methodology (Saffady, 1994). As a result, 

these days it is widely used in most countries being recognized as a very important input 

device in parallel to keyboard-based data entry devices for the computer system. 

The potential of OCR for data entry application is obvious: it offers a faster, more 

automated, and presumably less expensive alternative to the manual data entry devices, 

thereby improving the accuracy and speed in transcribing data into the computer system. 

Consequently, it increases efficiency in data storage, data retrieval and data processing. It 

even enables to shortcut the hardware cost gap between typewriters and word processors 

(Green, 1993). 

Since Amharic is the working language of most institutions in Ethiopia (especially after it is 

declared in the constitution of 1965 article 125 as the official language (Ferguson, 1969» , a 

bulk of printed Amharic texts (in the form of business correspondence, newspapers, 

magazines, journals, books both texts and fictions , etc.) have been circulating among 

governmental, non-governmental and private sectors, including information centres, 

libraries, museums, etc. Hence, there is no doubt that the development of Amharic OCR 

system has a tremendous contribution for the various organisations when it comes to 

automate information systems with a relatively small financial , effort and time outlay 
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(Saffady, 1994; Green, 1993). This will help them to overcome part of a major practical 

problem in the introduction of databank systems - that of making the organisation's 

historical archives of written documents available to the system in machine-readable form. 

As Ermias (1998) notes, using the OCR tec1mology may also eliminate the some what 

complex manual data entry, which requires intensive training and the knowledge of the 

Amharic language and its scripts. 

To this end, efforts have been already exerted in the development of Amharic OCR system 

and remarkable results are being achieved. However, it is important to note that all the 

studies conducted till now are aimed to develop Amharic OCR system that recognises 

documents written with specific font styles and size. Worku (1997) developed character 

segmentation and recognition algorithm for WashRa font with 12 font size, and Dereje 

(1999) for typewritten Amharic texts. On the other hand, although Ermias (1998) attempted 

to integrate pre-processing algorithms for thinning and underline detection and removal that 

should enable the system recognise formatted Amharic texts, he didn 't consider the 

recognition of Amharic texts written in different fonts. Hence, having almost more than 80 

font styles (see appendix III), it is necessary to undertake research as to how to further 

improve the system in recognising characters written in different fonts. 

Therefore, if automation of information system of any institutions in Ethiopia is a necessity 

using OCR as a means of converting existing huge amount of documents (written in 

Amharic) into machine-readable form , then it is considered wise to enable the system 

recognise printed texts of the various typefaces. 
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1.4 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

1.4.1 General Objective 

The general objective ofthis research is to investigate the features of Amharic characters and 

fo llow a general approach to make the previously adopted recognition algorithm handle 

Amharic texts printed in different fonts. 

1.4.2 Specific Objectives 

To accomplish the above general objective, the study aims to achieve the following specific 

objectives: 

• Review previous researches undertaken on Amharic OCR system. 

• Examine more closely the attributes and patterns of each Amharic character. 

• Review the different thirl11ing and feature extraction algorithms used for character 

recognition from literature. 

• Select appropriate algorithms used for the recognition o[ chill'at:lers written in 

different fonts for incorporation into the previously developed algorithm. 

• Develop a program for the selected algorithm using Microsoft Visual C++. 

• Test the recognition accuracy of the revised approach using machine printed Amharic 

documents. 

1.5 METHODS 

As indicated above, the alln of this research is to generalize the previously adopted 

recognition algorithm so as to make the Amharic OCR system accept printed texts written in 

different font styles. This is done to increase the performance of the Amharic OCR system. 
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To this end, the following three methods were used: Literature Review, Programming 

Teclmique and Testing Techn ique. 

1.5.1 LitcJ'ature Review 

Literature review was conducted to assess the contributions of other researchers to the 

Amharic OCR system, and also to examine the strengths and weaknesses of the studies so 

that further improvements will be made to handle the various typefaces of Amharic script. 

Besides, it was used to assess the relevant materials on OCR and recognition algoritlm1s 

from books, journal articles and papers on the Internet. This had a great contribution in 

selecting a generalized algorithm that was adopted for the recognition of diffe rent Amharic 

typefaces . In this respect, the experience of other countries was also reviewed to examine 

the impact of the various character recognition algorithms on the perfo rmance of the OCR 

system. 

[n add ition, document analysis teclmique was used to thoroughly review the appearance and 

the pattern of Amharic characters in different writing styles so as to extract their identifying 

attributes. For the purpose of thi s research project, documents such as selected newsletter, 

magazine, printouts, fictions and other records written in Amharic were reviewed. 

1.5.2 Programming Technique 

Previous workers (related to Amhari c OCR) Worku (1 997), Ermias (1998) and Dereje 

(1999) have all used Microsoft Visual C++ for developing their respective program. So, to 

incorporate the program developed in this research as part of previous works, the use of the 

above programming language is inevi table. Besides, as compared to other programming 
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languages, Microsoft Visual C++ is an object-oriented language, which has rich built-in 

graphics facilities which enabled the researcher to get close to the digitized image of the 

document (Worku, 1997). Further, the researcher is more famili ar with Visual C++ 

programming language since training is given as part of the course at SISA. So, in this 

research the required source code /program/ for the selected algorithms is written using 

Microsoft Visual C++ programming language. It should be noted further that in the course of 

developing the Amharic OCR system software in context, prototyping approach was 

implemented. Because, this kind of work demands an iterative way of developing the 

intended system. 

1.5.3 Testing Technique 

To test the accuracy of character recognition algorithm adopted, a test set was randomly 

taken from sample pages of Amharic documents selected by Worku (1997). The sample text 

was encoded using some of the selected fo nts, such as Agafari, WashRa and Visual Geez. 

The sampled text was first scanned and digiti zed using a flat bed scarlller - HP Scanjet IIcx 

sCaJmer - at 300-dpi (dots per inch) resolution. Then the digitized image was submitted to the 

recognition algorithms and the result was reported accordingly. 

1.6 SCOPE AND LIMITATION OF THE STUDY 

As the present study is a continuation of previous thesis works conducted at SISA, its main 

aim is in improving the performance of the Amharic OCR system handle Amharic characters 

written in different font types. To this end, among the many font styles avai lable, more 

commonly used once (Agafari, WashRa, and Visual Geez fonts) aJ·e selected and Amharic 
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texts written with these fonts are analyzed and their common features was identified. Based 

on these features, an attempt is made to generalize the already adopted recognition algorithm 

that extracts topological features of the thinned image of the characters. As a continuation of 

previous studies, for the implementation of the recognition algorithm the 23 1 core characters 

(33 base characters and their 6 forms) are considered. 

Further, in the present research an attempt is also made to identify other recognition 

algori tlu11S that are reported in the literature as a generalized approach to the recognition of 

hand-written and computer printouts of different fonts. However, due io time limitation it 

was not possible to test them in this study. In addition literature regarding OCR research in 

other languages that are similar in shape with Amharic characters (like Hebrew) were not 

reviewed, since no literature could be fo und with in the time frame of the present research. 

1.7 ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 

This thesis is organized into five chapters. The first chapter gives an overview of OCR and 

states the problem, justification, objectives, methods used and scope of the study. The 

second chapter introduces the Amhari c writing system and examines the status of Amharic 

OCR systems based on the literature reviewed. The third chapter reviews thilming and 

recognition algorithms available to handle printed characters of the various typefaces. Based 

on the analysis in chapter three, experimentation and discussion of results are undertaken in 

chapter four to adopt thinning, segmentation and recognition algoritluns that improve the 

performance of the Amharic OCR system. Finally, the conclusion drawn and 

recommendations proposed from this research are presented in chapter five . 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER TWO 
LITERA TURE REVIEW 

To exploit the potential of OCR technology, actual work on Amharic OCR system 

development began at SISA three years ago by Worku (1997). In subsequent years, Ermias 

(1998) and Dereje (1999) from SISA and Berhanu (1999) from Technology faculty of Addis 

Ababa University worked towards recognizing formatted Amharic text, typewritten Amharic 

scripts and printed Amharic characters, respectively. In this chapter, the state of the art of 

Amharic OCR system is discussed in detail to show what is done and what is to be done, 

there by clearly pointing out the focus of the present research. 

Before reVleWll1g the status of Amharic OCR system, the writing system 111 Amharic 

language is introduced. In addition, Amharic computer fonts used in processing Amharic 

texts are discussed. These are used as a basis for identifYing the features of Amharic core 

characters for the development of recognition algorithm in the present research. 

2.1 AMHARIC WRITING SYSTEM 

2.1.1 Evolution 

Writing, as a means of communication and preserving historical information for future use, 

started before the birth of Christ. The first writing system was in the form of picture writing. 

As a matter of fact, the Egyptians used picture-writing to draw or paint on monuments, walls 

or rocks in 3000 BC (Dereje, 1999). Bender et al. (1976) notes that all Middle-Eastern 

scripts come originally from the Egyptian picture writing (i.e. Hieroglyphics). The Geez 
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script is one of these scripts since it is derived, in its unvocal ized shape, from the South 

Arabian alphabet (i.e. Sabaean script) (Ullendorff, 1973). The genetic structure of the 

Ethiopic script (Ethiopic script is one of the ancient alphabets in the world which is used to 

write in languages such as Geez, Amharic, Tigrigna, etc.), specifically the Amharic script is 

given in fi gure 2. 1 (Yonas et aI. , 1966 E.C.; Bender et aI. , 1976). 

Ancient Canaan 

I 
I I 

North Semetic South Semetic 

I 
I I 

Sabaean scripts Others 

I 
Geez script 

I 
I I I 

Amharic script Tigrigna script Others 

FIGURE 2.1 THE GENETIC STRUCTURE OF AMHARIC SCRIPT 

According to Bender et al. (1976), the present writing system of Amharic is taken from Geez 

(evolved out of Sabaean language), which was brought to the highlands by immigrants from 

south Arabia in the first century A.D. Geez, which was remained the medium of 

ecclesiastical and literary expression in Ethiopia until , by the 16th century, it gradually gave 

way to Amharic. During that time, Amharic was spoken at the royal court, and began to be 

used fo r literary purposes at the beginning of the 19th century as the administrative state 
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changed its way of communication from oral to written one. Amharic literature flourished 

since the 1910 after the importation of printing press from Europe (Mulatu and Yohalmis, 

1988; Ullendorff, 1973; Amsalu, 1967 E.C.). 

Before the Amharic characters (fidel) have got their existing shape and number of symbols, 

they have gone through a serious of changes by adopting and using the Sabaean and Geez 

scripts over a long period of time (Bender et a!. 1976). This is due to: (a) the tendency 

towards round forms; (b) the changed direction of writing; ( c) the turn of some characters by 

ninety degrees (Ullendorff, 1973). 

As Aklilu (1 984) explains, during 50-350 Ethiopian calendar (E. C.) the Sabaean scripts were 

in use in Ethiopia. The Sabaean alphabet is said to have had 29 symbols (see appendix I). All 

these 29 symbols of the Sabaean script were in use in the northern Ethiopia about 2,500 

years ago (Bender et a!. , 1976). Thereafter, when Geez became the official language of 

Ethiopia both in writing and speaking, it took over 24 of the 29 Sabaean symbols (see 

appendix I). [t must be noted that even among these 24 symbols, major changes have been 

made regarding their shapes (i.e. a change in direction (e.g. 3 to IJI , J to G, [" to 1) and 

reduction and improvements of the appendages (e.g. Y to U, X to +, # to H)). In addition, two 

new symbols (A and T) were invented to represent sounds of Latin and Greek loan words. 

As a result, the total number of symbols used in Geez reached 26. One further change in 

Geez writing was that of direction. While Sabaean was written from right to left, Geez was 

from left to right (which is also the case with the present Amharic writing system) (Bender et 

a!. 1976; Akl ilu, 1984). The order ~f alphabets in Geez also changed from that of the 
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Sabaean. Whi le, Geez alphabets are ordered as U_ t\_ ,h_ OO , the Sabaean alphabets are 

arranged as ~\_O _1_ .1'. (Yonas et a!. , 1966 E. C.). 

Previously Geez inscriptions have no vowel indications. But, latter (around 350 A.D) 

vocalized consonant signs had come into being by a variety of changes in the structure of the 

consonantal symbol (which adds six additional forms to each basic consonant increasing the 

total number of symbols to 182 (26 x 7)). Since then, vowels have become an integral part of 

Ethiopic writing (Ullendorff, 1973 ; Worku, 1997). 

By the time Geez was replaced by Amharic, Amharic took, for the purpose of writing, all the 

26 symbols which were used in the Geez language. In addition, Amharic has created eight 

additional symbols (such as i'i, 11, 11" , :(:, J!: , aJ., ')" and ill to represent sounds not found in 

Geez (Bender et a!. 1976). As Yonas et a!. (1966 E. C.) state, these alphabets are derived 

fro m the following: 

i'i from " 
~: ii'om ,/. 
' )" from ~ 

11" from H 

1. from .1'. 
a.1. from m 
I I from II 

This increased the total basic symbols used in Amhari c writing system to 34; out of which 

33 are core characters and 1 is a special character as described below. 

2,1.2 The Amharic Characters (Fidel) 

These days Amharic language consists of 33 core characters each of which occurs in seven 

orders (one basic fo rm and six non-basic forms), which represent syllable combinations 
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consisting of a consonant and fo llowing vowel. This brought the total number of core 

characters to 23 1 (33 x 7). List of these characters is shown in table 2.1. 

u U· 'I. 'I '/, U If 
II II· II. " I\, A II" 
(/) dr (h. rl, (Ib (), rh 
UD UD· "'1. "'1 "'1. 'J" 'I" 
/P /P' "I. "/ VI. P' '/"' 

t. <;. & t-. t, C r: 
(I (I. (I. II (b II {I 

TI TI· TI. 7i it ?i if 

-" 
</l +. :l' -/: 4> .y. 

(I (I. (I. II (l, 11 (l 
.,.. .,: '1; :J' 1; ·l· ·f· 
r 'Ii 'I: ,I: 'I: ··r· .y. 
. ~ .~ . -t ;) . ~ .~ .~o 

'I 'I. 'I. e 
I ." '} ':' 

of of· '): f1 ~~ :-.; 1,u 

~\ ~r ~\. ~\ ~" ~\ ), 

CD CD- q' if' 'C CD- 9' 
0 o· 0,. a, a" IJ ? 
h h· h. \1 n. h t, 
1'1 li- n. 1"1 TL on P 
H H· H. If tL ott I' 
11" ow 1( "If '1(; :ff 1" 
f f- oe .I' f- oe 1" 
'1 1· '1. ;J 'l, °1 -) 

~. .1',. .1', • .I', J' • ~: p. 
"f. ?r 1>,' 

t. 
l"i ° , ~: :~: ;.r 

m m· m. (I) m. 'f' {n 

ill GJ;]; ill. 66J. all' "1}> C"" 
II l\-- lI. 7, l'., )I.' )( 

8 lJ. 'l 'I '1 /1 ? 
A A- Ao A A. A' A 
t. ~. 6, 4· to lj:: b. 
T To 1: :r b T T 

TABLE 2.1 THE AMHARIC CORE CHARACTERS 
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In addition to the 231 core characters, there are others, which are indicated below: 

• Special character (i'i), which has also seven forms, used to represent the 'v' sound of 

words from other Latin-based languages. 

• Labialization characters, a total of 44 symbols to represent special features. Such 

symbols include oJ., 6., (I. , ;1:, !I:, (.1. , etc. (for detail see appendix II). 

• Punctuation consisting of word-divider (:), end of sentence indicator (::), comma (:), 

semi-colon (I), and other Latin-borrowed symbols like question mark (?), exclamation 

point (!), quotes (" "), and parenthesis ( ). 

• Numerals which consists of symbols for I to 9 (Ii , V:,~ , !'i , l ,?,,;I;,i!), for multiples of 10 

( I 0 -90) - ''- 'j; .n iii 'j ;i; i': ii' 'i cor 100 (i') al1d 1000 (") . _ . ,~,~, .... , .. ,.~ ,"" , ._. , .. , 11 .. 1:1. 

Hence, the total number of symbols used in Amharic writing system rI ses to 310, the 

composition being as presented in table 2.2. The details of the complete set of the Amharic 

characters (fidel) are shown in Appendix II. 

No. Type of Amharic characters No. of characters 

I Core characters ( 33 x 7) 231 

2 Special characters (I x 7) 7 

3 Labialized characters 44 

4 Punctuation marks 8 

5 Numerals 20 

Total 310 

TABLE 2.2 THE TOTAL NUMBER OF AMHARIC CHARACTERS BY TYPE 
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Further, as noted by Bender et a!. (1976) the original Amharic character set have no symbol 

for representing zero, negative numbers, decimal points, and mathematical operators for 

performing arithmetic competitions. In addition, the Amharic numeration system only 

consisted of a limited number of characters as indicated above. Consequently, the Arabic 

numerals are used for the representation of numbers and Latin based scripts for operators. 

The use of these additional symbols tremendously rises the number of characters in the 

Amharic writing system to more than 330 symbols. This is one of the main factors that make 

the development of Amharic OCR more difficult than Latin languages, which have a 

maximum of 80 characters. 

The Amharic characters are simple to learn as the basic shapes of the characters show 

similarities. For example, there IS a mark of palatalisation in the shape of Amharic 

characters. This sets off palatal 7i from i'l , 11" from H, ~: from -/' , "If. from Y. , and ..,. from ~. 

Many basic characters are also clearly related in structure, for instance, ~ and h, m and en, t. 

and t. , etc. (Bender, et a!. , 1976). Moreover, there is also a remarkable feature of 

differentiation among the basic characters to identify them easily. Consider u and n (both 

are open in one side but in opposite direction), 00 and m (both are formed from two loops 

but differ in the connection of the loops), U' and m (both have three legs which end in 

different direction), etc. The characters are considered to have the best appearance when 

writing with a broad pen or a fine brush: thick vertical strokes and thin horizontal strokes. 

The Amharic writing system has also some problems. One of the main problems is the use of 

more than one alphabet having the same pronunciation. Symbols having similar 

pronunciation include U, ,I. and 'j which are pronOltnced as 'h', i'l and U' as ' s', (J and )\ as 
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's", and ~, and 0 as 'a'. It is argued by most scholars that it is essential to choose one letter 

from among the various characters having the same pronunciation and avoid the unnecessary 

duplication (which means the elimination of at least thirty five letter-forms from the 

alphabet) (Bender et aI. , 1976). The reason for the need to avoid some of the repetitive 

characters is that the Amharic character set is so big that it created probl~ms for developing 

typewriters and for computer representation. The other problem is that of the irregularity of 

many of the sy llabic characters (i.e., the non-uniformity of the seven orders of the basic 

characters). This makes learning to read and write a bit harder and slows down typing, as 

well as making the Amharic typewriter and word processor difficult to operate. The solution 

that have got wide acceptance among scholars was making the orders all uniform in some 

way using the seven forms of the basic character 't, ' to make vowels (Bender et aI. , 1976). 

2.1.3 Features of the Amharic Characters 

The Amharic writing system is often called a syllabary rather than an alphabet (Worku, 

1997). Because, the seven orders of Amharic characters indicated above represent syllable 

combinations consisting of a consonant and following vowel. The non-basic forms 

(vocali zation) are derived from the basic forms (consonant) by attaching small appendages 

(diacritic marks) to the right, left, top or bottom in more-or-Iess regular modifications. Some 

are formed by adding strokes, others by adding loops or other forms of differentiation to 

each core character. In particular, the 2nd order is constructed by adding a horizontal stroke at 

the middle of the right side of the base character (e.g. fl· from fI ; O· from 0; etc.). Simi larly, 

the 3rd order is formed by adding a horizontal stroke at the bottom of the right leg of the base 

character (e.g. fl. from fI ; O. fi'om 0; etc.). Further, the 4th order is formed by elongating the 
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right leg of the base character (e.g. ~ from 1'1 ; I] from 0; etc.). The 5th order is constructed 

from the base by adding a loop at the bottom of its right leg (e.g. 1'1. from 1'1; It from 0; etc.). 

While the 2nd
, 3rd

, 4th
, and 5th orders indicated above are formed according to patterns of 

great regularity, others, the 6th and 7th
, are highly irregular (Berden et aI. , 1976). The 6th 

order is constructed by adding a stroke, loop or other form s in either side of the base 

character. Consider as an example characters U from U, IA from 1'1 , 'r from au, fI from 

(t , c: from t. , and ·fl from fl . In the same way, the 7'h order is formed from the base 

character by elongating the left leg or adding a loop at the top or right side. For instance, 

character lY from u, flu from 1'I, ,y, from "', ... fi'om (t , ,/D from a" , and 9' from m. 

Amharic characters can differ in size both vertically and horizontally. Considering the height 

and width of the characters, there are short characters such as aD, U', etc. and there are long 

characters such as :rr , ?D, JI. , etc.; the width also various from character to character, 

consider 7, ~ , ; J' , CLl., a.l:' , etc. 

As compared to English scripts, the concepts of upper case and lower-case characters are 

absent in Amharic writing system. In addition, a line of Amharic script li es at the same level, 

having no ascent and descent features. 

2.1.4 Amharic Computer Fonts 

The attempt of using computers for Amharic word processmg started in the mid of the 

1980s. During thi s time, to facilitate the use and application of word processing and database 

management to Amharic documents, Amharic software were developed. The first database 
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management softwar-e, MLS, was produced by Das Engineering in 1985. After two years, 

Ethiopian Science and Technology Commission (ESTC) come up with two software: one for 

database management called Mereja Atenakari and another for word processing called Tsiuf 

Makenaja (Tsima). Both these software are supported by MS-DOS operating system 

(Adebabay, 1999). 

Latter on, the development of MS Windows operating system gave a good opportunity for 

the Ethiopic software development and it simplified the task of writing Amharic text using 

PCs. With this new development, software developers do not need to know much about the 

hardware since the operating system handles it in such a way that all computer resources like 

printer drivers and fonts are shar-ed among applications. What programmers have to do is to 

develop Amharic software including code of Amharic fonts and add it to Windows as a 

resource and write a keyboard program that activates the keyboard handler to toggle between 

English and Amhar-ic keyboard mode. Afterwar-ds any Windows based English software can 

be used for the purpose of writing and processing Amharic texts easily (Adebabay, 1999; 

NCIC, 1996). 

As shown in appendix III, a number of efforts have been made by various vendors, including 

National Computer & Information Center of Ethiopian Science & Teclmology Commission, 

EthiO systems, Ethiopian computers and software, Ethio soft, Das engineering, OmniTech, 

Custor, etc., in developing a number of Amharic computer fonts at different time both in 

Ethiopia and abroad. Recently, there are more than 25 Ethiopic software (such as Agafari , 

WashRa, Vi sual Geez, NCr, Power Geez, Alpas, etc.) offering more than 80 fonts that are 

used for word processing in most offices (Adebabay, 1999; Daniel, 1999). 
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As Worku (1 997) notes, the effort to develop the various Amharic computer fonts was 

mainly with the aim of reducing the number of keystrokes required to type a single Amharic 

character since the number of characters in the Amharic writing system is greater than 256 

(which is the maximum limit of the number of characters in an ASCII based font file). As 

reported in the literatme, it is now possible to type Amharic characters using Amharic word 

processors with at most two key strokes per character reducing up to 4 key strokes required 

previously (ECS, 1997; Ermias, 1998; Dereje, 1999). 

However, though it is interesting to have as much products in the area of Amharic word 

processing, there have to be some basis where developers have to be guided. Among the 

common problems that are cun'ently being observed and that substantiate the need for such 

guides are: the type of keyboards they use, the convertibility and h'ansportability issue, 

standardization of font type and their representation. Besides, the non-uniformity of Amharic 

characters appearing in the text, as a result of the various fonts availab le, complicated the 

design of Amharic OCR system capable of recognizing the various documents. In thi s 

regard, the effort being under way by Ethiopian Computer Standards Association (ECoSA) 

is worth mentioning. 

One of the main objectives of ECoSA is to orchestrate the standardization of computer 

technologies (software and peripherals) in Ethiopia in a liaison role between the user and 

developer communities and the Ethiopian Authority for Standards. As a first step, the 

Association initiated studies in order to define standards for Ethiopic characters ("Standard 

Set of Ethiopic Fidels for the Use of Computers"). The settlement of the standardi zation 
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problem has a great contribution to the success of the effort made by UNICODE consortium 

to set-up an international standard code (in which all characters are represented by 2 byte) as 

a substitute to the ASCII representation. 

2.1.5 Nature of Printed Amharic Characters 

As described in the previous section (section 2.1.4), there are a number of Amharic computer 

fonts available these days for Amharic document production. Hence, there is a pressing need 

that the OCR machine is enabled to read any machine printed character styles. However, 

since OCR is dependent on scripts, it is important to note the features of each character, such 

as shapes, curves, loops, directions, terminal points (up, down, left, and right), etc. 

Interpreting the noted features helps to reach a decision on the identity of a character. As an 

example, consider the following sets of characters printed using Agafari font styles (figure 

2.2). 

~\ n- 'I. Po 'l lD- " 
7 Po· 'I. 'r II. :)'r (11 

Y. u- 'C ., -If: l' "'" 
lD H- 1 C "I 6/,):' iJ b~ 

AGF-ZEMEN FONT 

t\ II- 'I. R IL DJ.. \'I 
'1 R- If.. til H. 'f!' J1l 
R U. ~ Ii It III pL 
III Ii- 'l{ 111 1U" R Ii': 

AGF-YIGEZU BISRAT FONT 

1i1l1~'l. ID. II 
1~'t't'H. 'ff(Tl 
g lJ. 'r fj K 'I' (l\ 
ID H- 'H: "1 [U. B f>: 

AGF-RE.//M FONT 

AGF-EJJ/ TSHUF FONT 

FIGURE 2.2 PRINTED CHARACTERS USING THE SELECTED AGAFARI FONTS 

From the above figure, it could be seen that characters belonging to the same class, printed 

using the different typefaces, greatly vary both in shape, width, line thickness, etc. Some 
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fonts produce a character large in shape or a character small in size. There are also characters 

with thick line, while others are thin. There are characters vertically higher or lower, and 

horizontally spaced differently from each other. As such, there are many possible 

representation of the same letter as writing styles varies among the various fonts . 

However, whatever the writing sty le of each character, they have some attributes in 

common. To show the common attributes or topology of an individual character, some of the 

following descriptions may be considered. Note that these descriptors can further be used to 

differentiate among the various Amharic characters. 

• Junctions (joining and splinting lines) in the character 

• Loops in the character 

• TW'ning points in the character 

• Terminal points or line endings in the character 

• Diagonal lines in the character 

• Horizontal lines in the character 

• Vertical lines in the character 

Considering the above descriptors, characters written 111 different typefaces show 

similarities. For instance, character U has the identity in any of the font sty les that it is open 

upward (one turning point from the bottom) and has two endpoints at the top. fl , on the other 

hand, is open downward (one turning point from the top) and has two endpoints at the 

bottom. Further, character 00 is formed by two loops cOfUlected by a small line at the top, UJ 

is formed by two loops adjacent to each other. In this way, it is possible to come up with 
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some pattern for each and every character that makes it independent and visible even to 

human eyes in whatever way it is written. 

2.2 THE AMHARIC OCR SYSTEM 

As indicated earlier, Amharic writing system is categorized as sy llabary and it contains more 

than 330 symbols. Though, lack of standard interchange code like that of ASCII (American 

Standard Code for Information Interchange) for Amharic characters makes the development 

of Amharic OCR system difficult especially for recognition algorithms, various studies are 

being conducted since recent times. The studies, in general, aimed at the recognition of 

machine printed and typewritten Amharic documents and, so far, the recognition of 

computer print outs in different font types and hand-written cases are not considered. In the 

remainder of this chapter major attempts made in the area of Amharic OCR system are 

reviewed. 

2.2.1 Printed Amharic Character Recognition 

As PC based OCR system became practical , a number of researches have been conducted in 

the application of OCR for recognizing text in many languages, including the Amharic 

language. With respect to Amharic OCR, the first major attempt worth reviewing is the work 

of Worku (1997) at SISA. In his M. Sc. Thesis, Worku studied the feature of the 231 core 

characters along with the various segmentation and recognition algorithms used to recognize 

scripts in other foreign languages. After a preliminary investigation of some of the 

algorithms reported in the literature, he adopted stage by stage segmentation and topological 

feature based recognition algorithms. The OCR system developed by Worku was able to 

recognize 97.31 % of the main test case which is a laser print out of Amharic text with 
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normal typestyle of WashRa font with 12-point font size. The detai ls of the segmentation 

and recognition algorithms developed are presented below. 

2.2.1.1 Segmentation algorithm 

Segmentation is a process of separation of an image into regions that contain pixel groups 

that are similar in value (Worku, 1997). As such, segmentation is a way of symbolization or 

extraction of characters from pixel array. As a result, it is considered the most important part 

of recognition system. Correct recognition of a character, in fact, depends on correct 

segmentation of a character by a system. Hence, one has to give due consideration in the 

selection of segmentation algorithm. 

Among the two commonly used segmentation algorithms (stage by stage and recursIve 

segmentations), Worku has adopted the stage by stage segmentation algorithm. Such 

algorithm is originally suggested by Pal and Chaudhuri (1995) for use 111 the character 

recognition of printed Bangia script of India. The algoritlun is reported to be easy to 

implement and not affected by noise. It shows better result if the sCaImed image is not 

skewed. 

In the stage by stage segmentation algorithm, a text is segmented in three successive steps: 

line segmentation, word segmentation, and character segmentation. Line segmentation 

relates to the process of sepaI'ating text lines from a given scalmed image of a document. 

Word segmentation, on the other hand, involves separating words from a given line of text. 

Finally character segmentation is the identification of characters from a give word. 
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During line segmentation, first a histogram is constructed based on the row-wise sum of grey 

values within a sCalmed page of text image. In this way, a script line can be fo und between 

two consecutive positions marked as the onset of lines. The onset of lines is a line where the 

number of grey pixels is greater than a certain threshold value, which is determined through 

experiment. 

While experimenting, for the test cases considered, Worku discovered that there is always a 

white line (height of hi stogram equals 0) between two text lines. Thus, construction of a 

histogram was ignored and a region between two white rows was considered as a text line if 

and only if the distance between these two whi te rows is greater than a threshold value. He 

tested this process of line segmentation on Microsoft Word document with the WashRa font 

for single, 1.5, alld double line spacing aIld no error was found . 

The word and character segmentations are similar to that of the line segmentation. Here the 

process is applied on the segmented image of text line for word segmentation and on a 

segmented word for character segmentation, and the histogram . s constructed based on the 

column-wise sum of grey values. 

While experimenting on word and character segmentation, for the test cases considered, 

Worku again found out that there is a sequence of white vertical lines between words as well 

as between characters. The only difference was that the number of white vertical lines 

between words is much greater than between characters. So he decided to implement word 

segmentation thJ'Ough character segmentation. In the process he decided, through 

experiment, that if the distallce between the end of the previous character and the start of the 
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next character (the number of white vertical lines between characters) is greater than a 

tlu'eshold value, the two characters belong to two different words. This algoritlU11 was tested 

on a text consisting of 11 55 characters and only two characters (about 0.087%) are found 

cOIU1ected. 

2.2.1.2 Recognition algorithm 

Recognition is a pattern classification task which aims at mapping each character image onto 

its symbolic identification (Hong, Hull and Srihari, 1996). Basically there are two 

approaches to character recognition - template matching and feature matching. In template 

(or matrix) matching, individual image pixels are used as features. Classification is 

performed by comparing an input character image with a set of templates (or prototypes) .... 

from each character class. It is simple and effective, but slow and less flexible to font style 

and size variation. Feature based recognition works by trying to identify an input image by 

analyzing its characteristics and features. It is more versati le and fast but sensitive to the 

choice of features and accuracy of their detection (Worku, 1997; Srihari and Lam, 1997; Pal 

and Chaudhuri , 1995). 

Worku adopted a recognition algoritiun that uses a tree classification scheme built by using 

topological features of a character. Such algorithm was originally applied by Shridhar and 

Badreldin (1984) on hand-written Arabic numerals (0-9) and reported a recognition accuracy 

of98.8%. 
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In implementing this algorithm, the first step is the extraction and detection of topological 

features unique to the characters in the data set, which include: Border Transition Feature 

(BTF) and features extracted from the contour of a character. 

The Border Transition Features (BTF) are derived by dividing the character image frame 

into four quadrants and calculating the average length of the vertical and horizontal 

projections in each quadrant. However, as the number of characters in the Amharic script is 

by far greater than the 10 digits of Arabic numerals, where the algorithm is originally tested, 

the scanned values of Amharic character images were almost homogeneous, so much so that 

the application of this scheme led to misclassification. As a result, Worku bypassed this step 

and derived the second features of a character from contour analysis. For thi s purpose, global 

and local features are identified to determine the unique contours of each character. 

There are two categories of global features : primary global descriptions and secondary 

global descriptions. Primary and secondary global descriptions are determined by computing 

the left aJ1d right global descriptions as indicated below (Worku, 1997). 

• Left primary global description {LPk: k=1 ,2 .... h} where LPk is the distaJ1ce from the left 

border of the segmented character image window to the first black pixel in kl" row and h 

is the height of the characters in bits. 

• Right primary global description {RPk: k= 1,2 ... h} where RPk is the di stance from the 

left border of the segmented character image window to the last black pixel in kl" row 

and h is the height of the characters in bits. 

• Left secondary global description = LDIFk = LPk-LPk.' , where k=2,3, .... h 
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• Right Secondary global description = RDlh= RPk-RPk_ 1, where k=2,3, .. .. h 

The Local features of a character include width of a character, maximum and minimum 

location of a character both from left and right, and they are determined as follows (Worku, 

1997): 

• Location of maximum on the left: LMAX=j if and only if LPj > LPk for all j ,k ER I 

• Location of maximum on the right: RMAX = j if and only if RPj > RPk for all j ,k E RI 

• Location of minimum on the left: LMIN= j if and only ifLPj < LPk for all j,k E RI 

• Location of minimum on the right: RMIN= j ifand only ifRPj < RPk for all j,k ERI 

Where R I is a defined range on LPk or RPk 

• Positive peak ofleft: LPEAK+= P if and only ifP > LDIFk for all k E R2 

• Positive peak of right: RPEAK+=P if and only ifP > RDIFk for all k E R2 

• Negative peak of left: LPEAK-= N ifand only ifN > LDIFk for all k E R2 

• Negative peak of right: RPEAK- = N if and only if N > RDIFk for all k E R2 

Where, R2 is a defined range on LDIFk or RDIFk 

• Left peak = LPEAK= ILPEAK+I + ILPEAK-I 

• Right peak = RPEAK= IRPEAK+I + IRPEAK-I 

Based on the above results, 18 basic feature functions of the Amharic script were identified 

by Worku. These 18 features were drawn by performing a test on the shape of the characters. 

For each of these features, 18 functions were developed to test if a character image has a . 
• 
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specific feature or not. All these features take only the outer contour of a character into 

consideration. 

Thereafter, a database of feature functions in the form of a binary tree is developed by 

Worku to be referred while recognizing a character. Each node of the binary tree contains 

pointers to the parent, the left and right leaf nodes, a start point, an end point, scale, 

direction, the feature function for spl itting the node and the character's ASCII code, if it is a 

leaf node. Worku used the following C" implementation data structure for constructing the 

binary tree: 

struct Mynode{ 
Mynode *parent; 
Mynode *leafJ ; 

Mynode *leaj2; 
int start yoint; 
int end YOint; 
int scale; 
in/ direction; 
int fllnction; 
char fidel; IIASCII code of the character 

j, 

To facilitate the search operation, binary tree is constructed based on the steps indicated 

below. 

1. The root node of the binary tree was assigned to have all the 23 1 characters; 

2. A feature function with its arguments in each node was selected by checking: 

• if a node is split to contain approximately equal number of characters, 

• if the selected feature function works the same for different images, 

• characters returning 1 for the feature function are put in the left sibling and the 

ones returning 0 are put to tlie right, and 
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• in case of ambiguities, more emphasis is given to more frequent characters; and 

3. Step 2 is repeatedly applied until each sibling contains only one character. 

Finally, during the recognition process, the following steps are taken. First, the binary tree is 

initialized. Second, the system is made to accept a segmented character image. Then the 

primary and secondary global descriptions of the image along with the local features wi ll be 

extracted. The system, based on these data, goes to the root node of the binary tree and 

applies the function in that node to the image. If the function returns I, it goes to the left 

sibling and checks the function there, otherwise it goes to the right. This process continues 

until a leaf node is reached. The character in the leaf node is finally taken as the mapping for 

the image. 

2.2.2 Formatted Amharic Text Recognition 

To improve the performance of the Amharic OCR system developed by Worku (1997), 

Ermias (1998) attempted further study (M. Sc. Thesis) to incorporate the recognition of 

formatted Amharic text. To this end, he adopted pre-processing algorithms for thinning and 

underline detection and removal. 

2.2.2.1 Thinning 

Thinning is the process of reducing a binary image to a skeleton (one pixel thick) region 

without al tering the shape and connectivity of the original figure (Ermias, 1998; Mori, 

Nishida and Yamada, \999). Hence, any thitming algorithms should satisfy the fo llowing 

basic requirements: 

- preservation of fi gure topology, 
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invariance with figure rotation, 

- preservation of shape properties of the figure, 

- insensitivity to noise, and 

effectiveness of computational cost. 

Ermias experimented two thinning algorithms that are suggested by lang and Suen, and 

Hilditch. Based on the test result, he selected the lang-Suen's thi lming algorithm for further 

consideration. According to Ermias, the selection of this algori thm has its bases on the fact 

that it is relatively effective in preserving the connectivity of the characters and minimal 

di stortion of character shape as the result of thinning. 

The lang-Suen thilming algorithm involves two steps and the steps are iteratively appl ied on 

the edge (contour) points of the given image region. Freeman's 8-neighbourhood definition 

(figure 2.3) is used to label a foreground pixel as a contour point or not. A contour point is 

defined as any pixel with value I (i.e. region point) and having at least one out of the eight 

neighbor with value 0 (i.e. background point). That is, a foreground pixel is labeled as a 

contour point if it has at least one background pixel in its 8 - neighborhood. 

P9 P2 P3 

P8 PI P4 

P7 P6 P5 

FIGURE 2.3 FREEMAN'S 8-DIRECTION CODE 

In step one a contour point p is fl agged for deletion if the four conditions presented below 

are sati sfied (Ermias, 1998): 
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I . 2 <= N (PI) <= 6; where N (Pd is the number of non-zero neighbors of PI. If a 

contour point PI, the test pixel, has one or seven foreground pixel(s) as its neighbor, it 

should not be deleted since it is the end point of a skeleton stroke. 

2. S (P I) = I; where S (PI) is the number of 0-1 transitions in the ordered sequence of 

P2, PJ, ... Pg, P9. This condition prevents the disconnection of segments of a skeleton 

during the thinning operation. 

3. P2*P4*P6 = 0 

4. P4*P6*Pg = 0 

Note that condition 3 and 4 are satisfied simultaneously by the minimum set of values: 

(P4 = 0 or P6 = 0) or (P2 = 0 and Pg = 0). 

After applying step one to all the border points in the image region, those that are flagged for 

deletion will be changed to background pixel (0). 

Then on the resulting image data, step two of this algoritlun is applied. In step 2, the 

following conditions should be considered for a foreground pixel to be changed to 

background (Ermias, 1998). 

I. 2 <= N (PI) <= 6 

2. S (PI ) = 1 

3. P2*P4*Pg = 0 

4. P2*P6* Pg = 0 
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The first two of the above conditions are the same as those of step one. Conditions 3 and 4 

are satisfied simultaneously by the fo llowing minimum set of values: (P2 = 0 or Pg = 0) or (P 4 

= 0 and P6 = 0). 

These two basic steps are applied iteratively while thinning text image. Ermias determined 

through experiment that 5 iterations are enough to thin a given image to a single pixel width 

(the skeleton of the text image) of the character. 

2.2.2.2 Underline detection and removal 

Since in the Amharic writing system characters in text lines li e at the same level (ascent and 

descent are not as such features of the characters), underlines should not belong to the 

original image, and, hence, can be considered as noise and should be removed having no 

effect on the original image (Ermias, 199R). 

To this end, Ermias tested the stage by stage segmentation algorithm adopted by Worku 

(1997), for text line segmentation and the algorithm that was originally used by Pal and 

Chaudhuri (1995) for detection and removal of the matra line that is fowld at the top and 

bottom of the BangIa scri pt. 

According to the experiment conducted, using the stage by stage segmentation algoritlnn for 

detection and removal of underline in Amharic text was not found to be reliable because 

some characters have black pixels at their bottom touching the underline. What is more, 

attempts to remove this black pixel from the bottom of the characters, to get a white row 
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between the text image and the underline, made some of the characters with thin bottom 

lines lose their basic structure and the process also took a lot of time. As a result, Ermias 

(1998) dropped this algoritlun from futther consideration. 

The algorithm suggested by Pal and Chaudhuri (1995) for the removal of the matra line from 

the Bangia script was modified and used by Ermias to remove underline from Amharic text 

documents. The main concept here is that since an underline is made for at least a word, its 

length is greater than the width of any character in the character set. Through experiment, 

Ermias found that the maximum number of black pixels in a row for a character having the 

highest width to be 34 and , hence, he set 40 to be the threshold value. Then, if a row is 

encountered with number of black pixels greater than the threshold value, it will be 

considered as underline and so it is removed from the text image. Sample test result of the 

algoritlU11 is shown below. 

FIGURE 2.4 THE ORIGINAL UNDERLINED IMAGE 

FIGURE 2.5 IMAGE AFTER UNDERLINE REMOVAL 

2.2.3 Typewritten Amharic Text Recognition 

Since most of the Amharic literature were written using typewriters, Dereje (1999) furthered 

the research on OCR at SISA so as to improve its capabil ity of recognizing poor qual ity 
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typewritten Amharic documents. To thi s end, Dereje adopted pre-processing algoritlm1s for 

image enhancement and character building. The algorithm adopted fo r image restoration is 

binary morphological filters. In addition, segmentation and recogni tion algorithms originally 

adopted by Worku were modified to suit to the peculiar characteri stics of typewri tten 

Amharic characters. Based on the test result, the OCR system produces a recognition 

accuracy of 53 .47% for documents written willi mechanical typewriters. The detail s are 

presented below. 

2.2.3.1 Segmentation algorithm 

Dereje used the stage by stage segmentation algorithm that is adopted by Worku. However, 

though this algorithm is successful in line segmentation, it did not perform well for 

segmenting connected characters (characters having no white space that separate them) that 

usually appear in most Amharic typewritten text. The algori thm considered all cOlmected 

characters as one character imagc and hcncc led to misclassification of the characters by the 

recogni tion algorithm. 

Hence, a modification is made to the original algorithm in such a way that a threshold value 

is set for the width of the characters through experiment. Then, as a character image is 

segmented, its width is checked against the threshold value. If the width of the segmented 

image is less than the threshold value, the image is immediately submitted to the recognition 

algorithm . If the width of the segmented image is greater than the threshold value, the right 

border of the segmented image window will be reset to be the left border plus the threshold 

value. Then, based on the average value of the left and right border points, the connected 
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characters are divided and submitted to the recognition algoritlm1. Note that the left border of 

the next character wi ll start at the end of the newly segmented character image. 

2.2.3.2 Feature extraction/detection 

For identifying and recognizing typewritten Amharic characters, Dereje extracted the 

following features from contour analysis (Dereje, 1999): 

• Width of the characters 

• Height of the characters 

• Width of the characters at each row 

• Left primary global description {LPk: k= I,2, ... h} where LPkis the distance from the 

left border of the segmented character image window to the first black pixel in klh 

row and h is the height of the character. 

• Right primary global description { RPk: k=I,2, ... h} where RPk is the distance fi'om 

the left border of the segmented character image window to the last black pixel in klh 

row and h is the height of the character. 

• Left secondary global description {LDIFk=LPk-LPk.l: k= 1,2, . .. h} where h is height 

• Right secondary global description { RDIFk=RPk-RPk-1: k= 1,2, . .. h} where h is 

height 

To extract the above features, the scanned bitmap image of the 23 1 typewritten Amharic 

characters is segmented and each segmented character is submitted to the program written to 

extract features and store the result in an output fil e. The output files of each feature are used 
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to develop a database containing feature functions that is used to identify the 231 core 

characters. 

The database is organized in a binary tree data structure nd, then, the recognition process 

was performed fo llowing the steps indicated in chapter two (section 2.2.1 .2) by Worku 

( 1997). 

2.2.3.3 Image restoration 

Image restoration is a process by which a degraded image is fixed to achieve a better 

recognition accuracy (Dereje, 1999). Due to the highly degraded nature of Amharic 

typewritten docwnent images, there is a tremendous need for image restoration. As Dereje 

notes, Amharic typewritten characters are highly degraded because of the quality of the 

ribbon in the typewriters, dust filled print heads of typewriters and moisture and 

inconvenient filing. Hence, image restoration technique called Binary morphological filters 

is applied. 

Binary morphological filtering algorithnl is first suggested by Liang et. al. (1996) to restore 

document images degraded by additive or subtractive noise. Subtractive noise is created 

when unwanted holes are found in the digitized image. Additive noise, on the other hand, is 

created when add itional foreground pixels are fOlmd in the digitized image (Dereje, 1999). 

To implement binary morphological filtering algorithm, first a look-up table is constructed 

which shows the relationship between the input image and the output values of a pixel 
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surrounded by a 3x3 -filter window. The following figure shows the mapping from input 

image to the output-restored image. 

kl k2 k3 

Filter(F) 
~ ks k6 

P 

k7 kg k9 
Output 

Input 

FIGURE 2.6 MAPPING FROM INPUT IMAGE TO THE OUTPUT 

Considering a 3x3 size filter window (see figure 2.6), each pixel p in the output image 

depends on the value of its surrounding pixels . Thus; 

P=F (k l, k2, h~, ks, k6, k7, kg, k9) 

Since there are 9 possible pixel values in the input image window (from KI to K 9) and two 

possible values for the output ( l or 0), the look-up table contains 512 (29) combinations of 

patterns which is, accord ing to Dereje's comment, computationally burdensome and not 

efficient to search through all this combinations looking for a mapping. To solve this 

problem, based on the suggestion of Liang et. aI. , Dereje created a knowledge-based table 

for both subtractive and additive noises. 

In the case of subtractive noise, whether a 3x3-pattern produces output I or 0 depends on its 

contribution to filling W1wanted holes created in the image. If the central pixel of a pattern is 

1, whatever the value of the surrounding pixels are, then it should be preserved. The number 

of 4-corUlected components in each pattern will be used to partition the remaining possible 

patterns into the following. Some of them are hole fillers , with binary 1 output, and others 
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are background preservers, with binary 0 output. There are also other remaining subsets 

whose output should be decided through experiment. The following table shows the look-up 

table for subtractive noise corrupted image. 

Subsets Output Pixel 

Central pixel is I I 

Hole fi llers 1 

Background preservers 0 

Remaining subsets o or 1 

TABLE 2.3 LOOK-UP TABLE FOR SUBTRACTIVE NOISE 

Since, additive noise is created when additional point(s) that are not part of the original 

image are scanned and digitized along with the image, filters are needed to remove the 

additive noise. Thus in this case, if the central pixel has a value 0 then it should produce an 

output 0 because it is background preserver. For the remaining cases, the patterns are 

partitioned into t.he following. Some of them are noise removers, with 0 output, and olhers 

are used to preserve foreground pixels. There are also other remaining subsets whose output 

should be decided tlu'ough experiment. The look-up table for additive noise corrupted image 

is shown below. 

I Subsets II Output Pixel 
I 

Central pixel is 0 0 

Noise removers 0 

Foreground preservers 1 

Remaining subsets o or 1 

TABLE 2.4 LOOK-UP TABLE FOR ADDITIVE NOISE 
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The subtractive and/or additive noise removers are applied to the document by studying the 

degradation level of the input image. In addition, the output values of the remaining subsets 

are adjusted through experiment until the optimal filter is determined. 

As Dereje (1999) proved with thorough experimentation, the additive noise in the images 

could be removed in the process of segmentation using the threshold values set to segment 

lines and characters in the stage by stage segmentation algorithm that is adopted by Worku. 

Hence, Dereje has taken Worku 's stage by stage segmentation algorithm as additive noise 

remover. And, the subtractive noise encountered in the digitized image of the Amharic text 

is dealt with using the binary morphological filter algorithm. Finally, to come up with an 

optimal filter for the remaining subsets in the subtractive noise, Dereje experimented the 

algorithm 011 five pages of typewritten Amharic documents . Then, the average OCR 

accuracy for all the five images is computed and taken as the global filter. 

2.2.4 Amharic Character Recognition Using Artificial Neural Network 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) offers a new computing paradigm in which the network 

can be trained to correctly associate input patterns with desired responses. It is an attempt to 

exploit knowledge of how biological neural systems store and manipulate information 

(Schalkoff, 1992). 

The use of ANN for the recognition of Amharic texts was a study conducted as a thesis work 

at Technology faculty of Addis Ababa University by Berhanu (1999). This is, in fact, a 
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different approach than those discussed so far, and hence, presented to share the work that 

has been done in this respect. 

Berhanu (1 999) approached the recogni tion of printed Amharic characters USlllg neural 

networks in such a way that after characters are segmented using suitable segmentation 

algorithms, they are fed to a feed fo rward neural network. A feed forward neural network 

with 256 input, 40 hidden, and 8 output nodes was designed and trained using the back 

propagation algorithm on selected Amharic characters as training sets. The source code was 

wri tten for the selected algoritlu11S using MATLAB language version 5.0. The neural 

network was tested on printed Amharic document, which is written using ALXethiopian fo nt 

with 16-point size and a recognition accuracy of35% was obtained. 

2.2.4.1 Segmentation algorithm 

Berhanu (1999) implemented the segmentation part in two steps: line segmentation and 

character segmentation. For line segmentation, the algori thm adopted by Worku and 

originally suggested by Pal and Chaudhuri (1995) is used. 

On the other hand, since character segmentation using image spatial hi stogram (as suggested 

by Pal and Chaudhuri (1 995» was reported to be typically only about 60% accurate 

(especially for connected characters), Berhanu (1 999) used MATLAB image processing tool 

box, which extracts the character image in its bounding box. In thi s approach, each character 

is considered as a connected object in the image. However, as Amhari c characters are more 

of a discorU1ected one, Berhanu (1 999) suggested the need to modify the approach so as to 

enable correct segmentation of the whole Amharic characters set. 
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Basically, the segmentation approach followed by Berhanu (1999) and the stage-by-stage 

segmentation algorithm adopted by Worku (1997) are similar. Because, both are considering 

a group of similar pixel arrays in an image for segmenting characters. 

2.2.4.2 ANN architecture 

There are basically two main topologies (methods of information recall) of neural network 

architectures: feed forward networks and feed back (recurrent) networks (Berhanu, 1999). In 

the case of feed forward networks, the input follows among nodes only in one direction to 

the output, with no feed back to previously active networks, as shown in figure 2.7 below. 

Input nodes 

Hidden nodes 
Output nodes 

Input 
Output 

We ights 
Weights 

FIGURE 2.7 FEED FORWARD NETWORK 

Feed back (recurrent) networks, on the other hand, have complete connectivity, with no 

distinction made between input, hidden and output units, in that the output nodes are 

connected back to their inputs, thereby allowing info rmation to flow among nodes in either 

direction. 
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Berhanu (1999) employed a feed forward architecture. In the feed forward net, training is 

done so that a certain set of input patterns gives rise to desired outputs. The activation 

function for the input, output and the hidden units/nodes was the logistic sigmoid/non-linearl 

function (which is defined by the function fJ, (net) = I - e" '''') . Note that, non-linear 

activation function is used because of the fact that the network implements a pattern 

classifier with binary output. If the desired output is real valued, a linear activation fJ, (net) = 

A net may be used (Berhanu, 1999). 

2.2.4.3 Training ANNs 

The goal of neural network training is not to learn an exact representation of the training data 

itself, but rather to build a stati stical model of the process which generates the data required 

to make good predictions for new inputs. 

Knowledge in ANNs resides in the weights or connections between the nodes. The 

representation of this knowledge is distributed: each concept is a pattern of activity over all 

the nodes; so each node is involved in representing many concepts. The weights are learned 

through experience, using an update rule causing the change in weight. 

Berhanu (1999) used the back-propagation learning algorithm to train the network with the 

objective of minimizing the sum-of-squares error (which is computed by the equation E = Y, 

2: (d, - YI)2) between the target vectors dl and the output of the neural network YI. 
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The complete procedure for updating the weights in a feed fo rward neural net utilizing the 

back propagation learning rul e is summarized below (Berhanu, 1999). 

I . Initi al ize current weights w.; (weight of the i'h hidden layer) and w:: (weight of the l'h 

output unit), 

2. Set the learning rate parameters po and Ph to small positive values, 

3. Select an input pattern from the training set and propagate it through the network, thus 

generati ng hidden and output un it activities based on the current weight settings, 

4. Use the desired target associate with input pattern, and compute the output layer weight 

changes tJ. W1j using " I " = TTl' + tJ. WIj 
rVlj W if 

5. Compute the hidden layer weight changes tJ. Wjj using the equation, 

I. 

tJ. Wjj= Ph (2: (dl - YI) fo(netl) Wlj) (fo(netj) XI), 
1=1 

Where fo = activation function of the output layer, netj = weighted sum for the l'h output 

unit, dl = desired output, YI = output generated, XI = input and netj = weighted sum for 

h ·,h h'dd . t e J I en Ul11t. 

6. Update all weights for the output and hidden layers using the equation , 

" I" = TTl' + tJ. WIJ' and, u P -= TTl' + tJ. WJ'j , respectively, rVIj YY If YYij pr jj 

7. Test fo r convergence , if convergence is met, stop; otherwise, set 

TTl' = u P and TTl' = TTl" and go to step 3. 
rV lj YVij YV lj YV/j 

Figure 2 .8 presents the flow chart showing the implementation procedure for neural network 

training for Amalu'ic character recognition (Berhanu, 1999). 
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2.2.4.4 Neural network implementation 

The neural network was implemented using different training data sets. The training data set 

sizes considered were fo r selected 105 and 215 Amharic characters. The training data sets 

were varied in order to considerably reduce the training time required and have an insight 

into the generalization capability of the network. 

Determine neural network size (number 
of input, hidden, and output nodes) 

Decide 011 the node activation 
function to be used 

.-________ -----1Training the neural network using the back propagation 
algor ithm and the selected training data set 

Vary the number of hidden nodes 
and/or fe-initialize the weights 

No 

Network 
performance 

good? 

No 

Yes 

Training time, error 
goal or epoch 's > 

satisfactory 

Yes 

FIGURE 2.8 A FLOW CHART SHOWING NEURAL NETWORK TRAINING 

All the neural networks were trained first using the original training data set. Then, a copy of 

the original data set was used for training on which noise was added. The network was also 

tested using test sets produced from the original data sets used fo r training in the fo llowing 

matmer. First, noise is added to the original training data set. Then, the test data is fed to the 
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trained neural network and correct recognition was counted. After repetitively (100 times) 

applying the above two procedures, the recognition percentage is calculated for each noise 

level and a plot of the percentage of correct recognition versus the noise level is made. 

Finally, sample page of printed Amharic text using ALXethiopian font with 16-font size was 

used to test the accuracy of the neural network developed. Berhanu (J999) reported the 

accuracy of the 256 input, 40 hidden, and 8-output node neural network as shown in the 

following table. 

Test result No. of characters Result 

( %) 

Correct 309 35 

unknown 208 23 

Incorrect 368 42 

Very similar III out of 368 13 

Not similar 257 out of 368 29 

Total 885 

TABLE 2.5 RECOGNITION RESULTS OF THE NEURAL NETWORK 
DEVELOPED BY BERHANU 

As shown in the above table an accuracy level of 35% was achieved by the system. 

According to Berhanu (1999), the recognition errors were mainly attributed to character 

segmentation and image scaling. As a result, he strongly recommended the need to 

incorporate pre-processing techniques such as noise filtering and image thresholding. 
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3.0 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER THREE 

RECOGNITION TECHNIQUES 

With the advent of personal computers, desk-top publishing systems and the proliferation of 

laser printers, the number of fonts used for word processing are increasing significantly 

(Green, 1993). Most office correspondence is now produced on laser printers using word 

processing or desktop publishing software that offers a wide variety of fonts. The availability 

of a variety of such fonts, in return, produces different writing styles, which resulted in many 

possible representation of the same letter. 

Hence, there is a pressing need in OCR today that a tedmique should be developed that wi ll 

enable a machine to read characters of any machine printed fonts and hand-written 

characters (Genovese, 1970; Kahan, Pavlidis and Baird, 1987). Because the fixed font 

character recognition (using template matching systems) are becoming impractical and 

useless as they are inherently font specific - recognition rates often drop drastically when 

fonts are changed. In response, feature based methods for Omni-font character recognition 

systems (i.e. recognition of printed characters of any font and size) are developed by many 

OCR system developers. These methods are based on the use of printed character attributes 

that are font independent. 

The present research is also concerned with the adoption of feature based methods for the 

recognition of Amharic texts printed in diffe rent font styles. For this purpose, algoritluns that 
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are used to extract the general features of a character (though its shape differs with various 

font sty les) are reviewed from the literature. Hence, thilming and feature extraction 

algorithms that are considered in thi s study are presented below. 

3.1 THINNING ALGORITHM 

Usually, character images have a th ickness that is not uniform. Hence, thinning is necessary 

to give a binarized image a uniform width of one pixel. Thinning is the process of eroding an 

input image from both sides one by one until it has got the skeleton of the image. This 

skeletonization process enables to standardize the shape of a character written in different 

font styles (Kahan, Pavlidis and Baird, 1987). 

However, the thinning process does not work smoothly as described above (Mori, Nishida 

and Yamada, 1999; Cordelia, Stefano and Vento, 1995). Among the reasons are the 

following . First, the original width can easily be an even number, in which case the 

operation brings the image to lines having 2-pixel width. Then one needs to decide which 

one of them should be deleted. Either side may not be exactly the centerline of the given 

character image. Also, the detection of end points of a thick character image is not easy. It 

needs some mechanism of identifying the end points from the other points. Therefore, the 

first stage of thi s simple operation of thinning is to erode some neighboring parts of the end 

points, and this results in a shortening of the length ofthe lines. 

There is also another problem in the simple eroding process, besides the above intrinsic 

problems of a digital image. That is, thinning techniques may lead to distorted 

representations of the shape of the characters one wishes to describe. Simple example of 
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such distortion is that by thinning image "V" its bottom part may be changed to a ShOli line 

so that it is deformed to "Y" (Mori, Nishada and Yamada, 1999). 

Hence, some conditions are put on thinning algorithms before skeletonizing the character 

Image (Mori , Nishada and Yamada, 1999; Ha and Bunke, 1997). These includes, 

• Thirmess - The thilmed line's width must be one pixel. 

• Position - The thinned line must lie along the center of the original line. 

• Connectivity - The thinned line must keep the connectivity of the original line. 

• Stability - At each step of the thinning process the thinned line can not be eroded 

away from its end points. 

The following are some of the thirming algoritluns that have been reviewed from literature. 

3.1.1 Parallel Thinning Algorithm 

As Ha and Bunke (1997) note, in this algoritlun, thinning is undertaken on the basis of 

conditional deletion of boundary pixels. The conditions are set to control the cOllnectivity of 

the thinned image (without splitting the object into two parts) and preserving line end points. 

The algorithm has four conditions that are iterativelly applied on the contour points of a 

character image. The following neighboring convention was used for thilming (Ha and 

Bwlke, 1997). 
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PJ P2 P9 

P4 P I Pg 

Ps P6 P7 

FIGURE 3.1 NEIGHBORING CONVENTION FOR THINNING 

Using the neighboring convention above, pixel PI is deleted (set to zero) if the fom

conditions indicated below are satisfied . 

I. 2 <= NZ (PI) <= 6 

2. NT (PI) = I 

3. P2* P4*Pg = 0 or NT (P2) '" I 

4. P2*P4*P6 = 0 or NT (P4) '" I , 

Where, NT (PI) is the number of zero (white) to nonzero (black) transitions m the 

ordered sequence < P2, PJ ... P9, P2 > , and NZ (PI) is the number of nonzero neighbors 

of PI . 

The process ofthirming is repeated until : (I) there are no more changes in the image and (2) 

the image region is reduced to a line width of one pixel. The algorithm is reported to be 

insensitive to contour noise. 

3.1.2 Hilditch T hinning Algorithm 

This algorithm was suggested by Mori, Nishida and Yamada (1999), by noting that it 

satisfies the above fom- requirements. The algorithm performs the thinning process as 

fo llows. Let the black image be denoted by Q. The potentiall y deletable points are checked 

by several conditions and the resulting potentially deletable points are flagged/marked for 

deletion . Let the marked region be denoted by, say, R. After one 3 x 3 window is scanned, 
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the region R is set to OFF (0). Then, Q-R is newly set to Q, on which the same operation is 

applied until the skeleton of the image region is found. 

Note that a key point of the algorithm is to set up the conditions for the removal of a pixel. In 

addition, it is also required that the conditions for the removal of a pixel be determined only 

by its neighboring points. A pixel p will be removed if it satisfies the following conditions 

(Mori, Nishida and Yamada, 1999). 

I . Pixel p belongs to Q. 

2. Pixel p li es on the edge of Q (an edge pixel is defined as a foreground pixel that borders 

the background); that is, at least one of its axiall y adjacent neighbors S I (where S I is the 

set of integers 1, 3,5, 7) does not belong to Q. Mathematically, 

holds. Figure 3.2 illustrates the removal process. An example of conditions 1 and 2 is 

shown in panel (a). The point marked by a bracket denotes the point being scanned at 

that moment. Only the boundary points are removed. 

3. Pixel p is not the tip of a thin line; that is, it has more than one neighbor which belongs 

to Q. Mathematicall y, 

8 I Xk >= 2 
k=1 

holds. Examples of this condition are shown in figure 3.2 panel (b) and (b\ where (b) is 

a normal tip and (bl
) is not. 

4. Pixel P' s removal does not alter the cOImectivity; that is, 

N~ = 1 
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holds, where N8
c is number of 8-connectedness. The number of connectivity (N8C) is 

ca lculated as follows: 

N~= L (Xk -Xk Xk+IX k+2 ) , 

K E SI 

Where S 1 is set of integers I, 3, 5, 7 that has the 4-connected neighbors of the center 

point. If the connectivity number is one, the removal of pixel p at the center of 3x3 

window does not break the cOlmectivity. 

5. The removal of pixel p does not remove an isolated small blob; that is, 

holds for a given center point to be removed. This condition enables to preserve 

information such as a "dot" or a "period". In the above formula the prime at Xk
l 

indicates that if that pixel point is included in R, then it is set to "0". Thus, an example is 

shown in figure 3.2 panel (c), where the above condition does not hold, L.:.I Xk
l = 0, 

then the pixel is not removed. 

X, X, x, 0 -\ \ 0 0 0 

x, Xo XI 0 (-\ ) \ 0 (\) 0 

X, X7 X, 0 \ \ 0 \ 0 

3x3 window (a) 
(b) 

0 0 0 -\ -\ 0 -\ -\ 0 
0 (\) 0 -\ ( \) 0 -\ (\) 0 
0 \ \ 0 0 0 \ \ \ 

(b') (c) (d) 

FIGURE 3.2 REMOVAL CONDITIONS OF HILDITCH'S THINNING ALGORITHM 
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6. Pixel P ' s removal in conjunction with any of its neighbors that has been removed does 

not alter the cOlmectivity of Q; that is, 

8 
Xi * R or N c (i) = I for i = 3, 5. 

This condition deals wi th a two-line width. An example is shown in fi gure 3.2 panel (d) . 

Looking to the neighbors of the bracketed point, we can see that Xl = - I. Therefore the next 

condition is checked. The meaning of fie (3) is that if Xl is included in R then N ~. is 

calculated setting Xl = 0 and the other - I 's are regarded as 1. The result is N~ (3) = 1. In 

the same maJU1er, M(5) is also checked. Since Xs is included in R, then N~ is calculated 

by setting X5 = 0, which gives M: (5) = 2. The final result is that the point can not be 

removed. If condition 6 does not ex ist, an end point(s) wi ll be removed. 

3.2 FEATURE EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES 

The purpose of a recognition system is, in general, to obtain the image of a pattern aJld label 

it (i.e. a label can be a chaJ'acter or a string) (Suen, 1982). In order to decide the identity of a 

character, features that exhibit the di stinctive characteristics of the character are extracted. In 

thi s respect, feature extraction plays an important role in character recognition. There is no 

doubt that the central issue in character recognition lies in the detection of proper features 

(Suen, 1982). 

For selecting good features, the following criteria are considered usefu l (Kundu et aI. , 1989). 

• features should be easily computable, 

• features should be preferably independent of translation and size, and 
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• features should be chosen so that they do not replicate each other. 

In relation to multi-font (i.e. characters written in different font sty les) character recognition, 

numerous researchers have proposed many different features (Suen et a!. , 1980). Most of 

these features are derived from two main feature detection schemes: (I) Global analysis and 

(2) structural analysis (Suen, 1982; Suen et a!., 1980). Global analysis of the character 

matrix is made using distribution of points, transformation and/or physical measurements. 

By measuring the distribution of the points of the matrix of pixels that make up the character 

image, positional information, distance of certain elements from predetermined reference 

points and crossings are computed . Physical measurements such as row and colul1m sizes of 

the matrix give the width and height of the character, respectively. 

Structural analysis is made using line segments and edges, outline and/or centerline of the 

character. Edges and line segments are detected from the digital image. The outline of a 

character is obtained by contour tracing. The centerline of the character is produced by the 

skeletonization process. Such structural analysis produces a line representation of the 

character, which gives information on line ends, line lengths, and intersection. From these, 

features such as free ends, sequential change of slope, intersections, perimeter, etc. can be 

derived. Typical features include loop (0), curves (u,n, c,:::J), intersections (Y, +, X, 

etc.), junctions (K, T, etc.). Suen (1982) argues that features derived from structural analysis 

do possess high tolerance to di stortion and stylistic changes. 
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The following are some of the algorithms reviewed from the literature which are hoped to be 

vital for the recognition of Amharic characters of any fonts. 

3.2.1 A Genera lized Character Recognition Algorithm 

Ramesh (I989) presented a generalized recognition algorithm for the recognition of English 

alphabets. The algorithm is suggested for adopting the syntactic and structural approach, in 

which a pattern is often represented as a string, a tree, or a graph of pattern primitives and 

their relations (Ramesh, 1989). Syntactic approach utilizes the underlying structure of the 

patterns themselves. In this approach, classification is done by extracting structmal 

information and assesses structmal similarities of patterns; at the lowest level the structural 

information wi ll be primitive elements out of which more complex elements of the image are 

constructed. 

According to this algorithm, the recognition of text passes through a serious of stages (as 

shown in figure 3.3). The text can be segmented into words which can further separated into 

characters. Each character is then represented by certain pattern primitives which are 

extracted and analyzed to detect the character. 

Recognition of 
pattern primitives 

Recognition of 
characters 

Recognition of 
texts 

·1 

Recognition 
of words 

FIG URE 3.3 STAGES IN THE RECOGNITION OF TEXT 
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Ramesh (1989) indicates that this method is a generalized approach to the recognition of the 

English characters. It can be used to effectively generalize the topology of an alphabet, 

which is the same irrespective of the style of writing. 

The pattern representation and feature (pattern) extraction procedures followed 111 this 

algorithm are described below. 

Pattern representation - The basis of character recognition is the differentiation and analysis 

of the pattern primitives in which it is represented. This will be done as discussed below. 

Let 

11 = {A, B, ... , X, Y,Z} 

Then,11 is partitioned into unique sets 

tj, i = 1, ... , 27, such that 

tj n tj = 0 , If, i '" j 
ij~ I • .. ,27 

27 
And U = 11 

i = I 

All the alphabets (A to Z) are successively partitioned by various rules using a suitable 

hierarchy, which is decided by a set of variables. The variables that are used by Ramesh 

(1989) to partition 11 are junctions U), loops (I), turning points (e) and/ or terminal points (t). 

The terminals are further denoted by a set t (# up, #down, # left, # right). 
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Using the variables in the order of I, t(# up, #down, # left, # right), j and e, Ramesh (1989) 

shows how the set 11 is partitioned into individual character. First, based on the number of 

loops (I), 11 is partitioned into: 

11 = [{A.D.O, P, Q, R}, {B} , {C, E, LY, Z} ) 

That is, the set 11 is partitioned into three subsets: {1110, 111 1, 1112} - those having zero loop, 

one loop and two loops, respectively. 

/ 

Similarly, each of these subsets can be parti tioned using the number and direction of the 

terminal points. Thus, 1111 (characters with one loop) is partitioned into: 

[{A, R} , {D}, {OJ , {Q} , {P}). 

In the same manner, further partitioning of subsets which contains more than one element is 

made on the basis of the number of junctions, if applicable. The set {A,R} breaks up into the 

two partitioned sets [{A}, {R} ) since A has two junctions and R has one. Note that the set, 

which has to be searched for to detect a character, reduces with the classification of the letter 

as and when it is being traversed. 

Ramesh (1 989) represents each character by llki , where ki is a string formed with integer 

value i. k is a string of characters with j , I, e and t whose values are determined based on 

their number of occurrences. Consider a few examples below which shows unique features 

ki associated with each character A, B, and Z extracted using the features indicated above. 

A: II t2 (0, 2, x, X)j2 

B:b 

Z: 10 t2 (x , x l , 1) e2 
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Pattern Extractioll- The process of recognition of each character requires the storage and 

analysis of the state of the pixel for that pattern (i.e. values for j , I, e and t). Hence, a limit 

has to be fi xed on the array size, and each time, either the array size or the image size has to 

be modified to meet the desired conditions. 

According to Ramesh (1989), character image is first thinned using appropriate thinning 

algorithm. And, then, pattern extraction is performed using the following algorithm. 

The state of the pixel at a point (x, y) is denoted by SP (x, y) and the number of lighted 

pixels around a point (x, y) by NLP (x, y). SP (x , y) = 0 if the pixel at (x, y) is not lit. Let the 

input character image be in any intensity i l . SP (x,y) = I if the pixel at (x, y) is lit in intensity 

i I. SP (x,y) = 2 if the pixel at (x, y) is lit in intensity i2-, where i I * i2 (meaning if i l is high 

intensity, i2 is low intensity or vice versa). 

NLP (x, y) is determined by the equation: NLP (x, y) = NLP (x, y) + I if surrounding points 

are different from zero (SP * 0). The surrounding points being: (x- I , y), (x+ l , y), (x, y-I ), (x, 

y+ l), (x-I , y-l), (x-I , y+ I), (x+ l , y-I), and (x+l , y+ I). 

To extract the feature of a character, we start at the top most left hand corner point changing 

the state of the traversal pixel to 2, i. e. the SP (traversal pixel) is made equal to 2. This fact 

is used to detect variable I and t. The State of the pixels surrounding the presently traversed 

pixel is noted to find out the next pixel to be traversed. In the case of terminals and loops, it 
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is already reached a state in which the lighted pixels surrounding the present point have been 

traversed through. 

Consider figure 3.4 of letter A. The scanning starts at the top most point S. Following the 

order of scanning preference (up, left up, right up, left, right, down, left down, right down, 

respectively), the next direction of traversing is left down (not right down since we have 

only the two options). When it reaches the point P, the next direction is right (not left down). 

At Q from the two possible directions (up left, or down right), preference is given to left up . 

When it reaches a pixel just right down of S, it changes the SP to 2. Since all the lighted 

pixels around thi s point are already traversed through, the present pixel can not change its 

position. 
s 

T u 

FIGURE 3.4 SCANNING OF THE LETTER A 

In the case of the terminal point, when the point T (in figure 3.4) is reached, the pixel one up 

and right ofT is already traversed through and has a SP of2. Thus, if the SP of the presently 

traversed pixel is 2, then it is either a loop or a terminal. A terminal point is distinguished 

from a loop in that the number of lighted pixels around a terminal is only one. 

A turning point is detected if the direction changes completely . The turning point is found if 

the starting point has its NLP equal to two. Junction, on the other hand, is found if the NLP 
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of a point is equal to four. In figure 3.5, junction are represented by the completely shaded 

square as the number of pixels whose NLP is 4. 

FIGURE 3.5 EXAMPLES OF JUNCTIONS 

3.2.2 Character Recognition by Feature Point Extraction 

Brown (1992) presents character recognition by feature point extraction algorithm for 

machine-printed English character recognition. The algorithm attempts to work with a subset 

of the features in a character that a human would typically see for the identification of 

machine-printed English characters. This is done to reduce recognition errors or mistakes 

done by most algoritluns, which is often U1U1atural to the human point of view. That is, 

mistaking a ' 5" for an "s" is not too surpri sing because most people are willing to agree that 

those two characters are confusing, but mistaking a "5" for an "M" is counter intuitive and 

unexpected. Algorithms make such mistakes because they generally operate on a different 

set of features than humans for computational reasons. Humans observe strokes and the 

relations between them, while algorithms measure any thing from the computation of 

horizontal - vertical projections of a character. These methods do work and are often 

computationally efficient, but they make the computer see characters through a decidedly 

non-human set of eyes. Hence, since the main purpose of OCR is to facilitate 

cOl1U11llnication between humans, mistakes typical of humans can be more readily corrected 

by humans. As Brown (1992) notes, "Save" is easier to COlU1ect with "Save" than "Mave". 
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The algorithm is originally designed to handle eight by eight data Ipixelsl as it is possible to 

describe English characters using only an eight by eight grid . However, Brown (1992) notes 

that it is possible to use this algorithm on characters with higher resolution, but some method 

of data reduction would have to be applied to the raw data first. A block reduction method or 

a good thinning algorithm should produce acceptable results for most machines printed data. 

Based on the eight by eight data or thilUled image, the algorithm proceeds to look for feature 

points. 

A feature point is a point of human interest in an image, a place where something happens 

(Brown, 1992). It could be an intersection between two lines, or it could be a corner or it 

could be a dot surrounded by space. Such points serve as a base to define the relationship 

between different strokes. Two strokes could fully cross each other, come together in a "Y" 

or a ''1' intersections, form a corner, or avoid each other altogether. People tend to be 

sensitive to these relationships; the fact that the lines in a "Z" connect in a certain way is 

more important than the individual lengths of those lines. Such relationships are used as a 

feature point for character identification. 

To extract feature points, the algorithm suggested by Brown (1992) simply loops through the 

entire character and examines each pixel in turn. If a pixel is on, its eight neighbors are 

checked. Since each neighbor can also only be on or off, there are 256 (28
) possible 

combinations of neighbors. Of these. 256, Brown (1992) notes that 58 were found to 

represent significant feature points in a fa irly unambiguous way. Extracting feature points is 

thus reduced to calculating a number between zero and 256 to describe a pixel's 

neighborhood. 
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After feature points of the unknown character are extracted, the algorithm compares them 

with a database of characters and their associated feature points so as to make a judgement 

about the unknown's identity. According to Brown (1992), when the algorithm was run 

using three different sets of input data, a combined recognition result of 72% total correct, 

10% total wlknowns, 18% total wrong guesses, was obtained. 

Brown also suggested that there is a room for improving the algorithm further. The 

algorithm considers feature points such as "T' intersections, "Y" intersections, corners, 

crosses, ends, etc. It would also be possible to examine the space between individual feature 

points to determine whether or not they were connected by contiguous straight lines. This 

would greatly enhance the accuracy of the algorithm, say, by preventing a "w' from being 

recognized as an "E". Further, a line and/or curve extractor could be used in conjunction 

with (or independently of) the above mentioned modification, and would provide yet more 

usable features that could be exploited for identification. 

3.2.3 A Neural Network Classifier Using Structural Description 

Cordella, De Stefano and Vento (1995) proposed an OCR system for Latin characters based 

on a neural network classifier that accepts special kind of structural descriptions as input. 

The description method uses qualitative shape features , and attempts to handle the variability 

of characters belonging to the same class, taking care not to miss the information necessary 

to discriminate among different classes of characters. The classifier operates on the basis of a 

set of criteria, which aim at optimizing its performance. The system has various parts, 
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including preliminary proceSSIl1g, character representation, neural network training and 

class ification rules, which are di scussed below. 

Preliminary processing and character representation - To get a suitable character 

representation shape, thinning teclmique is applied on character images. Under certain 

hypothesis, the skeletonizing process achieves the goal of compressing information without 

loss, but its use for recognition purposes is not straightforward. It is known that 

skeletonization techniques may lead to distorted representations of the shape of the image 

and, so, it has also been considered to correct shape distortions after thinning. 

After applying the necessary preliminary processing on the bitmap image, Cordelia, De 

Stefano and Vento (1995) suggested the use of elementary descriptors, like circular arcs, to 

cope with character variability and to single out the most characteristic and invariant features 

of the characters. Because, for either hand-written or Omni-font printed Latin characters, 

circular arcs seem to have enough descriptive power to substitute curves of different shapes 

without destroying really discriminate features. On these assumptions, Cordelia, De Stefano 

and Vento (1995) used an algorithm that decomposes the polygonal lines representing a 

character into circular arcs of various radii of curvature. The procedure to find an 

approximate arc involved a transformation that changes a polygonal line in the x, y plane 

into a set of horizontal segments in an /, a plane, where / is the distance of the generic point 

along the polygonal line and a is the angle between each segment of the polygonal line and a 

stru1ing segment. Finally, the character representation obtained in the /, a plrule is 

intrinsically size, and translation invru·iant and consists of a set of connected arcs. 
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Description scheme - Cordelia, De Stefano and Vento (1995) developed a description 

scheme that can be used to describe arcs and relationships between them, and the way of 

quantifying the chosen parameters. In the adopted description scheme, the morphological 

descriptor r of a generic arc is given by a 3-tuple of features r = (S, A, N), where S is the 

size of the arc, A is a parameter and N is the direction of the normal to the arc chord. 

In addition, for describing the relations between two arcs, the relative positions Rx and Ry of 

the projections of the arcs on the x and y axes are considered by taking into account their 

relative size and the degree of overlap. 

The values that can be assumed by the arc features S, A, N and by the relations between arcs 

Rx and Ry are summarized in the following table. 

Features Values 

S Large, Medium, Small 

A Straight, Bent, Loop 

N North, North east, East, South east, South, South west, 

west, North west 

Rx Superimposed, right, contains 

Ry Superimposed, top, bottom contains, contained 

TABLE 3.1 VALUES OF ARC FEATURES AND OF RELATIONS BETWEEN ARCS 

Coding rules - Cordelia, De Stefano and Vento (1995) defines two coding rules which 

provides feature vectors of various sizes. In both rules, each feature-vector element is 

associated either with a value of the 3-tuple r = (S, A, N), or to a value of the 2-tuple R= 

(Rx, Ry). In this regard, the first rule considered 63 values of rand 13 values R and 

associated them with the vector elements from I to 63 and from 64 to 76, respectively. The 
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value assigned to each feature vector element (FV) is computed according to the following 

rules : 

FVj = Nj for 1<= j <= 63 

FVj = Mj for 64<= j <= 76 

Where Nj (Mj) is the number of occurrences, in the character description, of the value of 1 

(R) associated to the jth feature-vector element. 

The second coding scheme, on the other hand, takes into account information about the 

starting node of each relation. This enabled to indicate the number of relations associated 

with the feature vector element statting from the node described by 3-tuple 1. The 139-

element coding obtained this way is such that the first 76 elements of each feature vector 

have the same meaning as in the first scheme, whi le for the remaining elements: 

FVj = ORj for 77<= j <= 139 

Where, ORj is the number of relations with the vector element. 

The neural network architecture - The neural network architecture used by the system is a 

three-level, feed-forward, fu lly connected network. These nets are advantages in that they bu ild 

decision regions of any shape, even non-convex, as required for faci ng the most complex 

classification problems. The input layer of the net is supplied with the feature vector associated 

with the sample to be recognized; according to the input coding, the input level consists of 

139 nodes. The output level consists of 35 nodes, each representing one of the classes to be 

recognized. 
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Neural classifier training - The neural classifier was trained by a supervised learning 

algorithm with error back propagation. Once a training set is suitably selected, the training 

algorithm iterativeley updates the cOIU1ection weights aiming to minimize the difference 

between actual and wanted output. The actual output corresponding to the generic sample, 

with the current connection weight values, is computed in the forward phase and the weights 

are updated in the backward phase. 

The algorithm is iterated until a stop condition is satisfied. The condition is based on the 

evaluation of the error function at successive learning cycles. 

Classification rules - To manage classification cases, two thresholds were used in the 

following reject rules. 

Rule 1. A sample to be classified is rejected if the value of the winner neuron is lower than 

the tlu·eshold value. 

Rule 2. A sample is rejected even if the value is higher than the threshold value; when the 

neuron with the second highest value is less than the threshold. 

Finally, Cordelia, De Stefano and Vento (1995) tested the system using a database of about 

20,000 unconstrained hand-written characters and 50,000 printed characters. The database of 

hand printed consisted of letters and digits written on predefined forms by about 200 people. 

The database of printed characters included uppercase letters and digits of 15 fonts, 3 sizes 

and 3 styles produced with different printers. 
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For experimental purpose, training sets (of sizes ranging from \0% to 50% of the data set) 

were randomly extracted from the data set and used to train the classifier. It is reported that 

based on the training set equal to about 20% of the data set, the test result obtained for hand

written characters is 96.5% and for multi-font printed characters is 99.2%. 
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.CHAPTER FOUR 

EXPERIMENTATION 

4.0 INTRODUCTION 

In the previous two chapters, thinning and feature extraction algorithms that are essential for 

the recognition of characters with different typefaces are discussed. As the mai n aim of the 

present research is to enable the Amharic OCR system recognize characters written in 

different fonts, an experiment is made in this section as to how to generalize the previously 

adopted recognition algorithm insensitive to the different font types. For thi s purpose, a 

program is vl'ritten for thinning, segmentation and feature extraction/detection algorithms 

using visual C++. Then, using different tes_t cases, first , the efficiency of each algoritlun is 

tested individually and, then, both thil1l1ing, segmentation and feature extraction/detection 

algoritlU11s are integrated together and tested on actual cases to evaluate the performance of 

the system on Amharic documents written using Agafari, WashRa and Visual Geez fonts. 

4. 1. AMHARIC CHARACTER RECOGNITION SYSTEM - GENERAL DESIGN 

The overall architecture of the present system developed for the recognition of Amharic 

characters is given in the following figure. 

Input Feature Extraction / Detection 
text Text Character r--. Thinning r--. --. I. Topological feature extraction I ~ Digitization Segmentat ion .. 

I Database I 

Recognized J 
text ... Class ification 

FIGURE 4.1. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF AMHARIC TEXT RECOGNITION SYSTEM 
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The above diagram shows the block diagram of Amharic text recognition system developed 

in the present research. An input-text (unknown Amharic document) is sCaJmed and digitized 

using an optical scanner to produce a digital image. Then, thinning algorithm is applied for 

skeletonisation of the input image. Subsequently, characters are segmented and submitted to 

the recognition algorithm to extract their di stinctive features. Features of each character are 

extracted to perform two tasks. Ini tiall y, the extracted features are used to formulate a 

databa~e using binary tree, which is further used as a classifier for making decision about the 

identity of an input image. Secondly, features are used to search for a matching character in 

the binary tree. There after, the underlying features of an input image are detected aJld 

class ification is made as to the aboutness of a character. It is then that the recognized text is 

retrieved. The detail description of each of the above modules is presented in the subsequent 

sections of this chapter. 

4.2 TEXT DEGITIZATION 

Text digitization enables to produce a digital image of the scanned document in the form of 

bitmap. A digital image can be thought of as a two dimensional matrix of pixels that are 

either on or off, depending on whether the information at the corresponding point in the 

document is black or white, respectively (Green, 1993; White, 1998). 

Text digitization can be performed either by a flat bed scanner, a hand held scanner or a 

sheet-fed scanner. The resolution of an optical reader varies from 100 to 900 dots per inch 

(dpi) , though the most commonly employed sCaIming resolutions in document scalming are 

200, 300, 400 dpi, since they enable to produce a good quality image that are manageable for 

an OCR system (Green, 1993). A hand held sCaJmer typically has a lower resolution range 
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and hand movement usually affects the output, which is not strictly hori zontal. With a sheet

fed scanner, the image is captured more accurate ly but it is limited to scruming single 

ordinary sized sheets. A flat bed scanner makes uniform scalming over a document, and 

except an (jriginally tilt document, no additional processing is required. Because of these 

facts, most of the commercial OCRs use flat bed scanners (Pal and Chaudhuri, 1995; White, 

1998). 

In view of the above, the current research used a flat bed scanner-HP Scanjet Hcx Scanner-at 

300-dpi resolution for the digitization of Amhru·ic texts. The digitized image is saved in a 

black ruld white window bitmap format with a threshold value of 112 (default) intensity 

level. This level of intensity is taken because of its advantage in producing an image that is 

the exact reflection of the original text. A decrease or an increase in the intensity level will 

bring, accordingly, additive or subtractive noises to the original image, which needs the 

application of preprocessing techniques for noise removal before submitting the image to the 

recognition algorithm. 

Scanning texts is not a simple task. Above all, there is a need to take care in placing the hard 

copy document in the scanner for capturing an image. If the hard copy is placed carelessly, 

the digiti zed image l11ay be tilted. Since the recognition of tilt image is a difficult task, tilt 

correction is necessary to make the image lines horizontal. However, since incorporating 

teclmiques for tilt correction is beyond the scope of the present research, an effort is made to 

produce an image line which is strictly horizontal. In fact, the scanner that is used in the 

present study allows to see the view of the image for further adjustment before obtaining the 
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final output. In light of this, there is no problem of til ted image observed in the current study 

that affects the recognition process. 

Aft er the required scanned bi tmap image was produced, subsequent character recognition 

processes such as thilU1ing, segmentation, and feature extraction and detection are 

undertaken. To this end, the digitized image was loaded in to the main memory of the 

computer. The program to load the image is written with the support of visual C++ built-in 

functions. The fo llowing is an extract of the source code used for this purpose. 

CBitmap m_ Bitmap; II View window device context image 

m_Bitmap.LoadBitmap (IDB_BITMAP1);lILoad a bitmap image which is identified by 

IDB BITMAPl 

And here is part of the code to display a bitmap image on a screen : 

Celie/7I dc (this); II View window device context image 

BITMAP BM; II Declare a bitmap 

CDC dcImage; II Declare memOlY device context object 

Dc1mage. CreateCompatible DC (&dc); IIO'eates a compatible memOlY device context 

object with the screen 

CBitlllap' Pbitmap = dclil1age. SelectObject (&m_Bitmap);lSelect /he bitmap object into the 

mell101Y dcJmage Object 

III Bitmap.GetBitmap (&BM);lIFill the fields of a BITMAP structure with information on 

the bitmap. 

CDC' pDC->BitB lt (x, y, BM .bm Width, BM .bmHeight, &dcImage, 0, 0, SRCCOPY); 

IfTransfer the graphical data contained in the bi tmap direct ly to the target 

device for displ ay 
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4.3 THINNING 

As indicated previously, thinning is a technique used to reduce the thickness of a binary 

image to a width of one pixel. It is of practical interest in OCR research because it can 

simplity many operations in structural analysis and character recognition. Hence, thinning is 

applied on the scatmed bitmap image prior to the extraction of character features. 

Ennias (1998) tested the Zang-Suen and Hilditch thilming algorithms and selected the first 

algorithm for its efficiency and effectiveness as compared to the latter one. Based on this, the 

present study considered the Zang-Suen thilming algoritlun, in addition to parallel thinning 

algorithm suggested by Ha and Bunke (1997). According to both (the Zang-Suen and 

Parallel Thinning) algorithms, thilming is done by an eroding process from the 

bounding/edge of a character. For this purpose, a 3x3 Freeman's direction code (see figure 

2.3 . in chapter two) is used to decide as to the change of a foreground pixel (black) to a 

background one (white). 

The two thinning algorithms were tested USll1g a scanned image of the 23 1 Amharic 

chat·acters. The results from both algorithms were compared on the basis of the criteria that 

any thinning algoritlun should satisfy: cOrll1ectivity after thinning, similat'ity to the shape of 

the original character and process ing time (computational speed). Both algorithms exhibited 

cOrll1ectivity losses and high shape distortion. Even the thilmed image produced is not that 

much smooth to faci litate easy feature extraction for subsequent action taken in the process 

of character recognition. 
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Since any character recognition algoritlun requIres character topology preservation 

regardless of the writing sty les used, there is a pressing need to develop a thirUling algorithm 

that has a general applicability for the present Amharic OCR system. To achieve thi s goal, 

the conditions of parallel thinning algorithms are integrated with the Zang-Suen thinning 

algoritlm1 through iterative experimentation. This integration has resulted in a hybrid

thinning algorithm that better performed the thilming process, meeting the conditions stated 

above for a thirUling algorithm. 

The hybrid-thirming algoritlm1 developed for the present research has two steps and they are 

iteratively applied on the edge/contour points of the given image until a single width is 

obtained. During step one, the following conditions are considered. 

I. 2<=NZ (pI) <= 6, where NZ (PI) is the number of non-zero (black) neighbors of 

pixel p. 

2. NT(PI) = I , where NT(P I) is the number of zero (white) to non-zero (black) 

transitions in the ordered sequence < p2, p3 , ... , p9, p2> 

3. p2.p4.p6 = 0 

4. p4p6p8 = 0 

In step two, in addition to the first two conditions of step one, the fulfillment of the 

fo llowing conditions are considered. 

1. p2.p4p8 = 0 

2. p2p6p8 = 0 

The flow chart depicted in fi gure 4.2 shows the step-by-step operation followed per thi s 

algoritlun in eroding the thickness of the character image to a single width. 
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Read pixel G,i) of the image 
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No 

FIGURE 4. 2 FLOW CHART FOR THE HYBRID THINNING ALGORITHM 
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The a lgorithm was tested on the scrumed image of the 231 Amharic chru'acters and a 

remarkable result was obtained. The following table shows the test result. 

No of connectivity Shape distortion Implementation 
Font style losses 

No. % 
time (in minutes) 

Agafari- Addis Zemen 0 6 2.6 4 

WashRa - Normal 0 10 4.33 4.04 

TABLE 4.1 TEST RESULTS OF THE HYBRID THINNING ALGORITHM 

As shown in the above tab le, connectivity losses were not witnessed while implementing the 

algorithm in both typefaces. Shape distortion is also minimal (which is almost 4%). Since 

the number of iterations that is required for ske letonizing a given image is four, the time 

required in undertaking the thinning process was also reasonable (on the average 4 minutes 

is required on a Pentium PC with 16MB RAM). Below is a sample of the thinned result 

obtained using thi s algoritlun. 

II 
FIGURE 4.3 THE ORIGINAL UNTHINNED IMAGE 

FIGURE 4.4 THINNED IMAGE 
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The fo llowing is an extract from the Visual C++ program used to implement the above 

algori thm . 

for (i=l;i<=bm.bmHeight;i++){ 

for O=l,J<=bm. bmWidth,j++}{ 

if (pDC-> GeIPixe/O, i) = = /11_ Black) { 

if (IsConlour(pDCj, i)}{ 

} 

} 

} 

if (((condl O,i,pDC) > =2) &&(cond JO, i,pDC) < =6)) && 

(cond2 O,i,pDC) == J)&&(condJ3(pDCj,i)) && (condJ4(pDCj, i))}{ 

} 

} 

if (k<=I29000)( 

jlagged[k].x = 0; jlagged[k].y = 0; 

jlagged[k].x = j; 

jlagged[k].y = i; 

k++; 

} 

while (q< =k) //10 seljlagged points 10 while background 

( 

} 

pDC->SeIPixe/(flagged[q}.xjlagged[q}.y, m_While); 

q++; 

FIGURE 4.5 SAMPLE PROGRAM TO IMPLEMNT THE THINNING ALGORITHM 

4.4. SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM 

As indicated previously, segmentation refers to the process of separating characters frol11 text 

image. [n a way, it is also used to discriminate characters from noise (non-characters image) 

through a t1u-eshold value set (Winger, Jerningan and Robinson, \ 996). It is the output ofthis 
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step which is used as an input to character recognition. Hence, an algoritlun that correctly 

segments character images is crucial in character recognition. 

In the present research, the stage by stage segmentation algoritlun that was adopted by 

Worku (1997) is used. This algorithm seems efficient in segmenting text image that are not 

connected or skewed. It is also supported by the thilUling process, which produced sufficient 

space between characters in a text image. 

However, during the segmentation process it was observed that as the result of reduction of 

thitmed character width, some characters like "~ " were considered as noise (non-character 

image) and ignored by the algoritlun. When the 23 1 Amharic characters written using 

Agafari and WashRa fonts were thitmed and submitted to the segmentation algoritlUll, the 

test result showed that the following character rejections were counted. 

• I character from WashRa font and, 

• 8 characters from Agafari font. 

For thi s reason, the segmentation algorithm was modified in such a way that it can 

accommodate the segmentation requirements of the thinned Amharic character images. 

To thi s end, first a program (which is showed in figure 4.6) is used to generate the height of 

each line and the width of the 23 1 thinned characters. Then, the 23 1 Amharic character 

images were thitmed and fed to the program, which calculates both the height of a line and 

the width of each character, and transfers the result to an output fil e. From the resulting data, 

it was possible to observe that a threshold value set for line segmentation was sufficient to 
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segment Images of thinned line. In contrast, the threshold va lue set for character 

segmentation was greater than the width of some of the thilmed character image. Hence, the 

threshold value was reduced to the level that enables to incorporate thinned characters as 

well. 

Thinning 
For (i=O; i<=bm.bI/1Height; i++){ 

k = 0; 
fo rlj=O,j< =bl/1. bm Width; j++) 

ij(pDC->GetPixellj, i) ==1/1_ Block)k+ = 1; 
ij((k!=O) && (m==O)){ II Line Segmentation 

st_line = i; m= 1; 
} 
else ij((k== O) && (m==1)){ 

ed_line = i-l; 11/= 0; 
p=O, 
fo r (s=O; s< =blll. bm Width; s++){ 

v=O; 

} 

for (t=st _line; t<=ed_line; t++) II Character segmentation 
ij(pDC-> GetPixel(s,t) ==m_ Black) v+ = 1; 

} 

ij((v! =O) && (p==0)){ 
st_ v = s; p = 1; 

} 
"I," ij((v==O) && (p==l)){ 

ed_ v = s-1; p =O; 
} 

fprintj (fpSeg, "%dlt%dlt",edJine - sUine,ed_v - st_v); 
fp lltc (13,fpSeg); 

FIGURE 4.6 SAMPLE PROGRAM TO EXTRACT THE HEIGHT OF EACH LINE AND 
THE WIDTH OF CHARACTERS 

4.S.FEATURE EXTRACTION I DETECTION 

4.S.1. Extraction of Topological Features 

Once the skeletonization process is completed, the features of each character are extracted 

from the thinned image. For thi s purpose, the 23 1 characters written in Agafari - Addis 

Zemen font and that of WashRa font were scanned and fed to the thilming algorithm. Then, 
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the topological features are extracted from the thitmed images saved, based on the 

procedures and methods used by Worku (1997). With the original aim of making general the 

previously adopted character recognition algorithm, character height and character width are 

not considered in the present research. 

The fo llowing are some of the features extracted for identifYing and recogntZll1g each 

thinned character image: -

I . Primary global description 

• Left primary global description {LPk: k = 1,2 ... h}, where LPk is used to measure the 

distance from the left border of the segmented character image to the first black pixel 

in kl
" row and h is the height of a character. 

• Right primary global description {RPk: k =1,2 . .. h} , where RPk is used to measure the 

di stance from the left border of the segmented character image to the last black pixel 

in kl
" row. 

• Width of the characters at each row {Widthk = RPk - LPk: k = 1,2 ... h} , where width k 

is used to measure the di stance between right and left primary global descriptions in 

2. Secondary global description 

• Left secondary global description {LDIFk = LDIFk - LDIFk- l : k = 1,2 . .. h}, where 

LDIFk is used to measure the distance between each successive left primary global 

d .. . kl " escnpttons tt1 row. 
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• Right secondary global description {RDIFk = RDIFk - RDIFk: k = 1,2 .. . h}, where 

RDIFk is used to measure the di stance between each successive right primary global 

d .. . klh escnptlOns Jn row. 

To extract the above features and compute related feature functions (such as maxImum 

point, minimum point, sum of the points, difference of maximum and minimum points, etc.), 

a program is written using Visual C++. The algorithm used for the extraction of topological 

featu res and feature functions of the th ilmed character image is shown below. 

Thinning the 231 Amharic characters 
Segmentation 
For {1 = 1 to Height of the character .. .} 
For 0 = 1 to Height of the character ... ) 

If the point 0, 1) is aforeground pixel (black) then 
Compute 

• Left primary global description {LpJ 
• Right primary global description {RpJ 
• Left secondGlY global description {ldefJ 
• Right secondary global description{rdefJ 
• Width of characters at each row (width) 
• Sum of Lp, , Rp, . Idef,. rdef, width, 
• Maximum point of Lp, , Rp, , Idef" rdef, width, 
• Minimum point of Lp, , Rp, , Idef" rdef, width, 
• The differnece between the maximum and minimum points of Lp, , 

Rp, , Idef,. rdef, width, 
• The distance from the width of a character to the Maximum point 

of Lp, , Rp, , Idef,. rdef, width,r 
• The distance from the width of a character to the Minimum point 

of Lp, , Rp, , Idef" rdef, width, 

FIGURE 4.7 CHARACTER FEATURE AND FEATURE FUNCTION EXTRACTION 
ALGORITHM 

Among the vanous feature functions identified , 29 of them are used for the purpose of 

differentiating among the thinned Image of 23 1 Amharic characters. As an example, the 

feature functions identified from the left primary global description include the fo llowing 
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• Diff (lpk) [stynt, edynt] <= or > threshold , which is used to compute the difference 

between the maximum and minimum point at successive left primary global descriptions 

of a character in a given range from starting point to ending point, compare with the 

threshold val ue and respond accordingly. 

• Sum (lpk) [stynt, edynt] <= or > threshold , which is used to compute the sum of 

success ive left primary global descriptions of a character in a given range from starting 

point to ending point, compare with the threshold value and respond accordingly. 

• Max (lpk) [stynt, ed_pnt] <= or > threshold, which is used to compute the maximum 

point between successive left primary global descriptions of a character in a given range 

from starting point to ending point, compare with the threshold value and respond 

accordingly. 

These feature functions are used to classify characters hierarchically; in such a way that the 

23 1 Amharic characters are split on the basis of their identifying features. For the purpose of 

implementing each feature function , a program is written using Visual C++. A sample C++ 

function for calculating the maximum left primary global description is shown below. Note 

that the response of all the feature functions is either 0, if the result is greater than the stated 

threshold value or I, if the result is less than or equal to the stated threshold value. 

1nt CARCView ::junc_30//(mGx (lpk)) 
{ int c, max; 

} 

max = lpk [stynt}; 
if (edynt > height) edynl = height; 
for (c = stynt + 1; c<=edynt; c++) 

{ 
if(mGx < Ipk[c] temp = Ipk[c]; 
} 
if (max < =curent-> threshold) return 1; 
else return 0; 

FIGURE 4.8 A MODULE THAT CALCULATES MAXIMUM LPK 
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4.5.2. Building Database Using Binary Tree 

Based on the extracted features, a database (that contains the features of each character) was 

developed using binary tree so as to increase search efficiency. The binary tree is constructed 

based on the pre-order traversal teclmique, such that some of the functions, parameters and 

ASCII code of the characters are put to the left sibling and others to the right sibling to bring 

the binary tree in balance. The content of each non-leaf node of the binary tree is a feature 

function number and parameters such as starting point, ending point, threshold, etc. And, 

each leaf node contains the ASCII code assigned to the Amharic characters. 

The decision as to the direction of the character in the binary tree is known based on the 

return value of the feature function. If the function returns 1, the characters are located in the 

left sibling and if it returns 0, the characters are found in the right sibling. And hence the 

pointer is transferred accordingly until a leaf node is reached where the required character is 

found. 

The data structure used in developing the database for storage is the fo llowing. 

Strltct Database 
{ 

j , 

int type; II the content of the node 
int label; II the label of the node in the bin(tJy tree 
int function;!1 type of f eature function 
int threshold; 
int start; 
int end; 
intfldel;11 character ASCII code 

FIGURE 4. 9 DATA STRUCTURE FOR CREATING A DATABASE 
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Similarly, the data structure used for loading the content of the database into the memory of 

the computer using a binary tree is the following. 

Struct Database 
{ 

j , 

int type; 
int label; 
int function; 
int threshold; 
int start; 
int end; 
intfidel; 
Database 'parent; II pointer reference to parent node 
Database 'left; II pointer reference to left sibling 
Database 'right; II pointer reference to right sibling 

FIGURE 4.10 DATA STRUCTURE FOR LOADING THE DATABASE USING BINARY 
TREE 

4.5.3. Recognition of Amharic Text Images 

The recognition of Amharic document image is performed in a senous of steps (Figure 

4.11). First, the binary tree is automatica lly loaded into the computer memory. Second, the 

bitmap image is loaded for thinning and features extraction purpose. Third, the image is 

thinned using the teclmique developed previously. Finally, feature extraction and recognition 

algorithms are applied. To thi s end, the bitmap image is segmented into character level and 

character features are extracted for submission to the recognition procedure. During the 

recognition process, the function in the root node is checked first: if the function returns I, 

the pointer is transferred to the left sibling; where as, if the function returns 0, the pointer is 

moved to the ri ght sibling. The process continues until a leaf node is reached where a 

character is detected as a mapping for the unknown input image. 
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FIGURE 4.11 FLOWCHART SHOWING THE PROCESS OF RECOGNITION 
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4.6. TESTING 

4.6.1. Test Cases 

To test the performance of the adopted thinning, segmentation and feature extraction 

algorithms, test cases which include all Amharic characters were prepared. Sample texts, 

containing 5000 words (20, 259 characters), selected by Worku (1997) were used as data 

source for preparing test cases for the present research. Since Worku used the popular 

newspaper "Addis Zemen" of the 1996 issue for selecting test cases, it is believed that the 

samples are representative of the real-world lactual situation. 

Hence, out of the 19 pages containing 20, 259 characters, 4 pages containing 4320 characters 

were randomly selected and encoded using Agafari - Addis Zemen font in 3 styles (normal , 

bold and italics) and WashRa font normal style at 12 point font size. Agafari font was chosen 

considering its wide spread usage by most typesetters in most organizations for printing 

Amharic texts. Whereas WashRa font was chosen as a continuation of previous effO!is in 

Amharic OCR. To test the performance of the system fU1iher, Amharic texts printed using 

Agafari-Rejim and Visual Geez are used. The documents were printed using HP LaserJet 4 

printer on A4 size paper. The printed pages were scanned using an HP ScanJet lIcx scanner 

and fed to the system for recognition. Thereafter, based on the recognition result, the 

accuracy of the Amharic OCR system was computed and reported. 

4.6.2. Test Results 

Two databases based on Agafari and WashRa fonts were formed for the recognition 

algorithm. This is for purposes of comparison as to which font is more appl icable to build a 
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database that is used for the recognition of different font types. Based on these databases, the 

recognition algoritlun was tested using the test cases prepared from actual documents printed 

in Agafari and WasllRa fonts. The result of each database is di scussed in the following 

sections. 

Test result using Agafari font database 

From the test result, three types of errors were observed. One type of error was caused by the 

original image of the character itself. These errors occurred because of the discontinuity of 

the orig inal character image. Errors that have occurred because of a change in the shape of a 

character (or in the writing styles) are not included as type one error, rather they are 

considered as errors of the recognition algoritlun. As the objective of the present research is 

to handle different font types, the recognition algorithm is expected to recognize tile various 

font faces produced by different font types. In thi s sense, for the purpose of testing the 

recognition algorithm, the quality of input image is measured in terms of character 

connectivity only. That is, images are considered as a good quality image if the images have 

full cOlmectivity disregarding the shape of characters produced by different fonts . 

Errors of this type (losses of connectivity) occurred frequently in Agafari font. There are 

characters that lose connectivity at the middle or at the appendage point. Submitting such 

characters to the thinning process means increasing the discontinuity of a character, which 

greatl y affects, on the one hand, the segmentation process in such a way that it considers a 

character either as two or more characters or as a non-character image and, on the other 

hand, the recognition algorithm which misinterprets the character as it tries to match a 
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character with another character having similar features with a disconnected one. For 

instance, during the experiment character 'C' is recognized as two characters such as '}',', 'h'. 

Character ':}~' is totally ignored by the recognition algorithm as it is partitioned into images 

that have a width less than the tlu'eshold set. 

The second type of error was caused when the algorithm encounters Amharic characters 

which were not considered during the database development. Such characters are numerals, 

special characters or labilaised symbols, for instance character '; 1: '. 

The third type of error was encountered due to misclassification of characters by the 

recognition algorithm. This effect is brought either by the thinning, segmentation or feature 

extraction algoritlu11S. Especially, the effect of thinning algorithm is critica l in a situation 

where there is a slight loss of connectivity of the input image. Besides the di sintegration of a 

character produced by the chosen font as indicated above (which changes the shape of a 

character), a number . of white pixels were encountered at any point with out changing the 

shape of character. Such white pixels at the middle of the black pixels have a tremendous 

impact on the thinning process to the extent of distorting the character shape. 

The number of each type of errors encountered 111 each of the three cases along the 

recognition rate was shown below. 
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Characters 

Font type Test No. of Errors recognized 

case characters type l type2 type3 total No. % 

Normal 3180 923 22 1130 2075 1105 48 .58 

Agafari- Italics 1140 341 7 608 956 184 23.23 

Addis Bold 1140 284 7 436 727 413 48.64 

Zemen Total 5460 1548 36 2174 3758 1702 43.91 

WashRa Normal 971 8 II 770 789 182 19.01 

TABLE 4.2 TEST RESULTS FOR THE AGAFARI FONT USING NORMAL, BOLD AND 

ITALICS TYPE STYLES AND WASHRA FONT ON AGAFARI DATABASE 

As can be seen from the above table, out of the total errors detected for the Agafari font type, 

39.65% was Type I , 1.1 6% was type 2, and 57.85% was type 3 error. On the other hand, out 

of the total errors detected for the WashRa font type, 1.01% was Type I, 1.39% was Type 2, 

and 97.59% was Type 3. 

Type I and Type 2 errors are not errors created by the recognition algorithm. As such, these 

errors are beyond the control of the thinning, segmentation and recognition algorithms. Note 

that, these errors account for 40.8 1 % of the total error for Agafari font type and 2.40 % for 

WashRa font type. Type3 errors were the problem of the recognition algorithms. Hence, by 

subtracting the percentage of errors caused by the algorithms, on the average an accuracy 

level of43 .9 1% was achieved for the Agafari font and 19.01% for the WashRa font. 
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Test result using WashRa font database 

Similar to that of the Agafari font based database, the test cases experimented on the 

WashRa font database resulted in three types of errors. The number of each type of errors 

encountered in each of the three cases along the recognition rate was shown below. 

Characters 

Font type Test No. of Errors recognized 

case characters type I type2 type3 total No. % 

WashRa Normal 2948 16 26 1471 1472 1435 49.38 

Agafari Normal 971 262 11 516 789 182 26.04 

TABLE 4.3 TEST RESULTS FOR THE WASHRA AND AGAFARI FONTS ON WASHRA 
DATABASE 

As can be seen from the above table, out of the total errors detected for the WasllRa font 

type, 1.09% was Type 1, 1.77% was type 2, and 99.93% was type 3 error. On the other hand, 

out of the total errors detected for the Agafari font type, 33 .21% was Type 1, 13.94% was 

Type 2, and 65.40% was Type 3. 

As described in the previous discussion, Type 1 and Type 2 errors were not errors created by 

the recognition algorithm. These errors account for a total of 2.86% for WashRa font type 

and 47.15% for Agafari font type. Type3 errors were the problem of the recognition 

algorithms. Hence, by subtracting the percentage of errors caused by the recognition 

algorithm an accuracy level of 49.38% was achieved for the WasllRa font and 26.04% for 

the Agafari font. 
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As it can be seen from the results of both font types, a database formed from the WashRa 

font accounts relatively the best result. Therefore, the WashRa font database is chosen for 

use to conduct further test to measure the performance of the recognition algoritiun. Hence, 

the following is the test result obtained by the recognition algorithm on different font types. 

Characters 

Font type Test No. of Errors recognized 

case characters type I type2 type total No. % 

3 

WasllRa Normal 2948 16 26 1471 1472 1435 49.38 

Agafari - Normal 971 262 I I 516 789 182 26.04 

Addis Zemen 

Agafari- Normal 971 16 I I 683 710 261 27.64 

Rejim 

Visual Geez Normal 908 96 12 674 782 126 15.75 

TABLE 4.4 TEST RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT FONT TYPES 

As compared to previous Amharic OCR research works on specific font types, the accuracy 

level (indicated above) of the present research is not discouraging, as the aim was to make 

the previously adopted recognition algoritlun a generalized one, enabling it recognize 

different font types used in Amharic word processing. However, though it is observed during 

experimentation that the thinning and segmentation algoritiuns work reasonably well in 

skeletenizing and segmenting each character from the given image, the recognition 

algoritlull is sensitive to a slight change in the shape of a character. Even an effort made to 

make it fl ex ible by excluding the width and height of a character from consideration does not 

bring the required level of accuracy. This is because the algorithm entirely depends on the 
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quantitati ve parameters of a character, which are going to vary with the font type used . The 

di sadvantage of using algorithm that is dependent on quantitative measures is also well 

supported by other researchers. For instance, Ramesh (1989) reali zed that a character could 

not be detected with a large amount of fl exibility if the recognition algorithm is dependent 

on the quantitative variables of a character. So, it seems that the algorithm used in the 

present research may not serve future attempts to design an OCR system for real application. 

Rather, an algorithm that is independent of the quantitative attributes of Amharic characters 

should be pursued. For instance, the algoritlm1, to begin with, to be pursued with this 

principle is that of Ramesh (1 989), which is a generalized approach to character recognition 

of any font types and hand-written ones (see chapter 3 section 3.2.1 ). This algorithm, 

however, was not tested in the present research due to shortage of time. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1. CONCLUSION 

OCR has been receiving considerable attention as a result of the phenomenal growth of 

office automation. The availability of relatively inexpensive and versatile PC-based OCR 

technology has made it an attractively priced data entry methodology. Consequently, these 

days it is widely used to produce electronic versions of printed documents in a variety of 

languages in addition to keyboard-based data entry devices. 

To exploit the potential of OCR system, research in the area of Amharic OCR is being 

conducted. Since 1997, various studies have been conducted at SISA as a thesis work to 

develop a versatile system to handle diflerent types of printed or typewritten Amharic 

documents. The studies focus on adopting algorithms for thimling, underline removal, 

image restoration, segmentation, feature extraction and recognition. 

In the present study, an attempt is made to consider the recognition of Amharic characters 

written in different fonts. To thi s end, thilll1ing, segmentation, and feature extraction 

algorithms that were suggested by prevIOus researchers are tested and other possible 

algorithms are al so reviewed from the literature. 

In particular, two thimling algorithms are tested in this study: the Zang-Suen and Parall el 

thinning algorithms. Test results show that there are problems of character shape distortions 
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and connectivity losses for some of the scanned image of Amharic characters. Hence, in an 

attempt to develop generally applicable thilming algorithm, a hybrid algoritlun is considered 

by merging the conditions of the two algorithms. The newly developed algorithm is tested 

using the 23 1 Amharic characters written in Agafari and WasllRa font sty les in which case a 

remarkable result was obtained. The merit of thi s algorithm is that it controls the 

cOlmectivity of character topology and line end points in addition to minimizing shape 

distortion. 

Skeletenized characters are sent to segmentation algoritlun that has been used by previous 

Amharic OCR researchers . However, the stage by stage segmentation algorithm is unable to 

capture all thinned Amharic characters. This is because the threshold set to differentiate 

characters from non-characters (noise) was large enough to accommodate the reduced width 

of thinned characters. Consequently, the segmentation algorithm is modified to consider an 

appropriate level oftlu·eshold for thilmed Amharic characters. 

At last, the previously adopted topological feature extraction algorithm is reviewed to test its 

general applicabi li ty to hand le thinned characters and when there is a change of writing 

styles. For thi s purpose, features such as primary global descriptions and secondary global 

descriptions are identified by contour analysis. Based on the features extracted, feature 

functions are formulated and a database is developed using binary tree. It is then tested using 

different test cases written in WashRa, Agafari - Addis Zemen and Rejim and Visual Geez 

font types and the test results obtained for each case is that of 49 .3 8% for WasllRa, 26.04% 

for Agafari - Addis Zemen and 27.64% for Rejim and 15.75% for Visual Geez. In general, 

the level of accuracy achieved in the present research is not to be considered as low, as the 
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study fo llowed a general approach to make the previously adopted algorithm recogmze 

different font types used in Amharic word processing. However, it should be noted that a 

great improvement is still expected to be made to get a reasonable level of accuracy. From 

the experiments conducted, thimling and segmentation algorithms are reasonably effective as 

compared to the feature extraction algoritlun. Hence, algorithms that are said to be general 

and fl exible needs to be tested on a standard input image produced by the thinning 

algorithm. 

Finally, based on the experimentation results, the following recommendations are drawn to 

highlight areas that need further research. 

5.2. RECOMMENDATONS 

Practically, it is observed that OCR is very sensitive to a slight change in the quality and 

color of paper, size and style of writing, formatting and layout design, etc. Including the 

present research, a lot of wok has been already done. Worku (1997) developed character 

segmentation and recogni tion algoritlun for printed text, followed by Ermias (1998) who 

attempted to integrate pre-processing algorithms for thilming and underline detection and 

removal to improve the system recognize formatted Amahric texts. Dereje (1999) further 

tried to adopt noise detection and removal techniques to enable the system recognize 

typewritten Amharic texts. However, as the previous researchers has also noted, to enhance 

the performance of the Amharic OCR to the level of an appl icable system, much has still 

remained to be done. So, the following recommendations are made for further research. 
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1. Because of their easiness for presentation and understanding, most valuable information 

is organized using forms and tables. Hence, there is a need to adopt an algorithm for 

fo rm detection and removal. 

2. There are possibly three responses expected in the process of recognition from the 

system: correct recognition, misclassification and rejection. The Amharic OCR system 

only gives the first two conditions. Since it is very difficult to detect miss-classified 

characters at the spot, a mechanism should be designed to fl ag unrecognized and 

suspicious characters by the system. 

3. Since the previously adopted recognition algorithm is not flexible enough, as expected, 

to make it a generalized one for the recognition of different font types, more fl exible 

recognition algorithm should be adopted that could be further used to detect hand-wri tten 

characters, which is the potential area of research for Amharic OCR system. 

4. Most Amharic texts are printed on non-white/grayish papers. This will reduce the 

recognition accuracy of the system. So, the system should be enabled to recognize 

characters written on any paper color using any color type. 

S. Formatted texts are difficult for the system to correctly recognize especially bulleted, 

indented, 1llU11bered, etc. As a result, to increase the performance of the Amharic OCR, a 

teclmique should be incorporated to detect such features for text recognition, and convert · 

the output to its original formatted text. 

6. To enable the Amharic OCR system search for obvious errors and locate possible 

alternatives for w1recognized words, there is a need to develop post processing 

techniques such as a spell checker, thesaurus, grammar, etc. 

7. Pre-processing techniques such as normalization, noise removal, thinning and underline 

removal play an important role in character recognition. Such techniques not only affect 
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the shape of the resul ti ng digital pattern, but also the features to be extracted after wards. 

The Amharic OCR system needs the incorporation of such teclmiques to increase its 

efficiency and effectiveness. Till now, an attempt is made to adopt thinning, underline 

removal and image restoration techniques. It is further necessary to normalize input 

image patterns. Hence, since correcting size, position, skew and line width are the main 

types of normalization, there is a need to adopt the necessary teclmiques to the Amhari c 

OCR system. 

8. Thanks to Microsoft products, the number of Ethiopic software (including word 

processing fonts) have been proli ferating having their own writing styles and ASCII 

codes. However, to facilitate research in the area of OCR, a way should be developed to 

standardize fo nt types and their representation. 
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Appendix I: Sabaean and their corresponding Geez characters (Yonas et a!. 1974) 

.GilL Sabaean 

1. 
r, 

0 n 
1 1 
~ r:t 
H H 
II Y 
III 

(1):00 

dJ ® 
~ LfJ 
ill ~ 

!D 

r ® 
h If 

" 110 "1 - ~"' ~ 
~ ~ 

@ 
0 0 

@ 
L 0"' ~ 
K ~ ., 

8 + 9' ¢ 
l. J 
(I 

... n 
1- ~ 

X 

~ 



Appendix II: List of Fnll Amharic Character Set (Bender et a!. 1976) 

Order Labialized 
1" 2nd 3'd 4th 5th 6th 71h 

U U· 'I. 'I 'L u U' 
fI fl· Il 1\ I\, A fl· ~ 
,h " .. (h. '" rib ih of. uJ. 
(1U on' 0,/. WI u'/, 9" qn 
IV IJl. "-1. "I "I. I" 'I' 
l {. t to to C ~ z: 
fI fl· fl. ... I\, fI (1 'l. 
if JI~ II 7j 11: if jI' l( 
4> 4. -I! :J' <t :r- .y. .". 4'" :I; :/l .,... 
n n' n. II II. ·n II IJ. 
1" 1: 1: :l' 1; ~. ·f· :J: 
'f ' '; 'f. :r 'Ii "f ¥ ;J; .., ,~. ..,. ;) .... .., .c; ..,. ..,. . ;'I, ). ..,.. 
~ ). ). Cj ~ "} 'i s: 
1 "}: >: '1 i 1 "7 £ 
h ". h. t, h. h h 
tI tI· 11. 11 l1. h P hu tIo. '.l, IJ. tIo. 
'Ii ·Ii· ·Ii. 1'1 .ft. 'Ii 1'1 
w w. 'P. 'I' 'Il W · 11' 
0 o· 't 0, 0" () P 
II II' H. ., /I, 11 " !I. 
'If 1f' '1( ~r 1(; 'fr ·,r "!f. 
I' V. r~ f \'- f. \'. 
J!. ,Il- P,. P, Po P: fl. P,.. 
'f. }{. :{ ~ ~ "f: "f. 
1 " . 1. ;J 1. '1 .., 

1· ~ 'I " ~ 

m m· m. "I m. 'I' (J1 II). 

/XL at: tJl. .q, /XL "L" "" "iI. 
R R. iI. i\ it R' i\ 
II lI. R. K l\, lI' II ~. 
0 O· 'I. , ~ () P 
t. 1- li- '\. &., ,. r;: :i: 
T l' 1: :r 1: T ;1' 

I ii 1I. 1I. I) ll, .1I Ii 

Numerals Punctuation marks 
1 {i 6 1 20 ?i 70 ~ + 
2 ~ 7 % 30 0 80 if · .. 
3 r 8 ~ 40 ~ 90 1 • • 
4 Ii 9 i! 50 :1 100 f ( ) 
5 ?i 10 I 60 ;t 1000 ff 

I 

J 



Appendix III: List of Amharic Computer Fonts Developed by Different Vendors 

No Vendor Software Fonts name Year of Keyboard used 

development 

I AC IS ACIS Hahu Lite - -
Hahu Lite Gothic 

Hahu Lite Serif 

Hahu Lite T imes 

2 Acuwork Acuwork ALXethiopi an - -
3 Brana Brana Branal - -

Branall 

4 Custor Visual VG2-Agazian • Typewriter 

Ge1ez 

VG2-Mai n • Phonetic 

VG2-Title 

5 Das eng ineeri ng NCI ET-NCI Normal • Typewriter 

ET-NC I Ita li c 

ET-NEBAR Normal 

ET-NEBAR Bold 

ET-SAMI Normal 

ET-SAM I Normal Ital ic 

ET-SAMI Bold 

ET-SAMI Bo ld Ita lic 

6 Derimo Samawerfa AddisWP 1998 • Typewriter 

Computers Addis98 • Phonetic 

7 Digita l Digita l Digita l Ketchin 1997 • Typewriter 

computers Amharic 97 • Phonetic 

8 Ethio-Iist Addisword Add isword 1 1997/98 Phonetic 

service Add isword2 

9 EthioSoft TFanli s EthioSoft 1996 Phonetic 

10 Ethio Systems WashRa WashRa Pri mary 1995-98 Pho netic 

Co. WashRas1 Primary Slanted 



Wookianos Primary 

YebSe Primary 

WashRax Secondary 

WashRas l Secondary 

Slanted 

Wookianos Secondary 

YebSe Secondary 

II Eth io Systems Eth Tex Ethiopia Primary 1993 Phonetic 
Co. Ethiopia Primary Slanted 

EthiopiaAnsiP 

Ethi opia Secondary 

Ethiopia Secondary Slanted 

EthiopiaA ns iS 

12 Ethiopian Geez edit GeezEdit Amharic P 1996 • Typewriter 
computers & EG Am haric 98 • Phonetic 
software GeezEdit Ethiop ic 

13 Ge 'ez Font Geez Font GeezAddis 1996/98 • Typewriter 

GeezBasic 

GeezLong • Phonetic 

GeezTh in 

geezBasic 

geezDirib 

14 Geez Frontiers Geez GF Zemen Primary 

Fou ndation Frontiers GF Abebe Giorgis Primary 

GF Yigezu Bisrat Primary 

GF Zemen Secondary 

GF Abebe Giorgis 

Secondary 

GF Yigezu Bisrat 

Secondary 

15 Geez Frontiers PFR he EN H Zena he 

Foundation 



16 Geez Frontiers PFR Ie EN H Zena Ie 

Foundation 

17 Goha Tibeb Goha T ibeb Goha Tibeb 1994 Goha Tibeb 

18 Mi lli -tech Alpas ET-Saba 1993 • Typewriter 

ET-Saba Bold • Phonetic 

19 Mosbase Feedel Geezigna 1997 • Typewriter 

Geez • Phonetic 

Geez II 

GeezA 

GeezNewA 

GeezS indeA 

Geez Demo 

GeezNet 

GeezB 

GeezNewB 

GeezSindeB 

GeezC 

20 Monotype Monotype Amharic I 

Amharic Book I 

Amharic 2 

Amharic Book 2 

Am haric 3 

Amharic Book 3 

Amharic Alt -

Amharic Num 

21 NCIC Agafari AGF - Zemen 1994 • Typewri ter 

AGF - Dawit 

AGF - Rej im • Phonetic 

AGF - Yigezu B israt • Tsima 

AGF - Ejj i Tsihu f 

22 NC IC Dejene Agaw 

AgawBd 



23 NC IC Tsiuf Tsima 1987 • Tsima 

makanaja 

Mereja Mereja Atenakari 1987 • Typewriter 

Atenakari 

MLS MLS 1985 • Tsima 

24 Omn iTech Om ni key Amharic Kechin Normal 1998 • Typewriter 

Am haric Yi gezu • Phonetic 

Bisrat Norma l 

Amharic Gazeta Ordi nary 

25 Phonetic Geez GeezType 1995 • Geez 

Systems gateway 

26 Power Ge'ez Power Ge'ez Ge'ez 1997 • Geez 

Ge'ez Number 1999 

27 SIL SIL Et I SILAddi sAbaba 

Et 2 SILAdd isAbaba 

Et 3 SILAddi sAbaba 

28 Tfa nus Tfanus Tfan usGeezO I 

GeezTimesNew 



Appendix IV: SOUl'ce Code for the Amharic OCR System 

// AOCRView.cpp: implementation of the CAOCRView class 

#include "stdafx.h" 
#include "AOCR.h" 
#include "AOCRDoc.h" 
#include "AOCRView.h" 

#ifdef DEBUG 
#define new DEBUG NEW 
#undef THIS FILE 
static char THIS ]ILE[] = _ FILE_; 
#endif 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////1////////////// 
// CAOCRView 

IMPLEMENT DYNCREA TE(CAOCRView, CScrollView) 
BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CAOCRView, CScrollView) 

//{ {AFX_MSG_MAP(CAOCRView) 
ON _ COMMAND(II _MENU_LOAD, OnLoad) 
ON_COMMAND(ID_MENU_THIN, OnThin) 
ON _ COMMAND(ID _MENU_RECOGNISE, OnRecognise) 
II} }AFX_MSG_MAP 
// Standard printing commands 
ON _ COMMAND(ID ] ILE _PRINT, CScrollView: :OnFilePrint) 
ON _ COMMAND(ID ]ILE ]RINT _DIRECT, CScrollView: :OnFilePrint) 
ON _ COMMAND(ID ]ILE ]RINT ]REVIEW, CScrollView: :OnFilePrintPreview) 

END_MESSAGE_MAPO 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// CAOCRView construction/destruction 

CAOCRView::CAOCRViewO 
{ 

// TODO: add construction code here 

mJoaded = FALSE; 

} 

CAOCRView: :- CAOCRViewO 
{ 
} 



BOOL CAOCRView: :PreCreateWindow(CREATESTRUCT& cs) 
{ 

} 

// TODO: Modify the Wi ndow class or styles here by modifying 
// the CREATESTRUCT cs 

return CScrollView: :PreCreate Window( cs); 

/!II/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////1///////////1111 
II CAOCRView drawing 

void CAOCRView::OnDraw(CDC* pDC) 
{ 

} 

CAOCRDoc* pDoc = GetDocumentO; 
ASSERT _ V ALID(pDoc) ; 
1/ TODO: add draw code for native data here 

{ 

} 

m_Bitrnap.GetBitmap(&bm); 
CDC dcImage; 
if(!dcIrnage.CreateCompatibleDC(pDC) 

return; 
CBitmap ' PBitmap = dcImage.SelectObject(&m_Bitmap); 
pDC-> Bi tBI t(O,O,bm. bm Width,bm. bmHeight,&dcImage,O,O,SRCCOPY); 
dclrnage. SelectO bject(PB i tmap) ; 

void CAOCRView::OnInitiaIUpdateO 
{ 

} 

CScrollView:: OnlnitialU pdateO; 
CSize sizeTotal; 

1/ TODO: calculate the total size of thi s view 
sizeTotal.cx = sizeTotal.cy = 100; 
SetScrollSizes(MM TEXT, sizeTotal); 
SIZE size = {3350, 2500}; 
SetScrollSizes (MM_TEXT, size); 

11/1111/1/11/11/11/11/11/111/11/1/1/11//111111/111/1111/1111/1111111/111111/1 
II CAOCRView printing 

BOOL CAOCRView: :OnPreparePrinting(CPrintInfo* pIllfo) 



{ 
// default preparation 
retw-n DoPreparePrinting(pInfo); 

} 

void CAOCRView: :OnBeginPrinting(CDC* /*pDC*/, CPrintlnfo* /*pInfo* I) 
{ 

// TODO : add extra initialization before printing 
} 

void CAOCRView: :OnEndPrinting(CDC* /*pDC*/, CPrintInfo* /*pInfo*1) 
{ 

// TODO: add cleanup after printing 
} 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// CAOCRView diagnostics 

#ifdef DEBUG 
void CAOCRView::AssertValidO const 
{ 

CScrollView: :AssertValidO; 
} 

void CAOCRView::Dump(CDumpContext& dc) const 
{ 

CScrollView: :Dump( dc); 
} 

CAOCRDoc* CAOCRView::GetDocumentO 
{ 

} 

ASSERT(myDocument->IsKindOf(RUNTIME_CLASS(CAOCRDoc))); 
return (CAOCRDoc*)m ..JJDocument; 

#endif // DEBUG 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// CAOCRView Bitmap Loading 

void CAOCRView: :OnLoadO 
{ 

// TODO: Add your conunand handler code here 

CClientDC dc(thi s); 
m_ loaded = TRUE; 
m Bitmap.DeleteObjectO; 
if ( ! 111_ Bit111ap.LoadBitmap(IDB _BITMAP I)) 



} 

{ 
MessageBox("CalUlOt open Bitmap"); 
return; 

} 
m _Bitmap. GetB itmap( &bm); 
CDC dclmage; 
if(!dclmage.CreateCompatibleDC(&dc)) 

return; 
CBitmap* PBitmap = dclmage.SelectObject(&m_Bitmap); 
dc. BitBlt(O,O,bm. bm Width,bm. bmHeight,&dcImage,O,O,SRCCOPY); 
dclmage.SelectObject(PB i tmap) ; 
AfxMessageBox("Bitmap loading Completed") ; 

1//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
1/ CAOCRView Thinning 

vo id CAOCRView::OnThinO 
{ 

} 

/1 TODO: Add your command handler code here 

CClientDC dc(thi s); 
CDC dclmage; 
if(!dclmage.CreateCompatibleDC(&dc)) 

return; 
CBitll1ap* PBitmap = dclmage.SelectObject(&m_Bitmap); 
for (int i= ] ;i<=4;i++) 
{ 

} 

S tepOneThin( &dclmage); 
StepTwoThin(&dclmage); 

dc.BitBlt(O,O,bll1.bm Width,bll1.bmHeight,&dcIll1age,O,O,SRCCOPY); 
MessageBox("Thilming completed"); 
return; 

void CAOCRView::StepOneThin(CDC *pDC) 
{ 

int i,j ,k=O,I=O,q =O,m=O,ed_line=O,sUine=O; 
struct flag { 

int x, y; 
}; 

m_Black = OxOOOOOOOO; 
m_ White = OxOOFFFFFF; 
flag flagged[129000] ; 
fo r (i= 1 ;i<=bm.bIl1Height;i++){ 
for (j= 1 ;j <=bm.bmWidth;j++){ 



} 

if (pDC->GetPixeIU ,i)==m _Black) { 
if (lsContollr(pDCj,i)){ 

} 
} 

} 

if ((( cond 1 U,i,pDC» =2)&&( cond 1 U,i,pDC)<=6))&& 
(cond2U ,i,pDC)== 1 )&&( cond 13(pDCj ,i))&&( cond 14(pDC,j ,i))) { 

flagged[k].x = 0; flagged[k].y = 0; 
flagged [k].x = j; 
flagged[k] .y = i; k++; 

} 
} 

wh ile (q<=k){ 
pDC->SetPixel(flagged[ q].x,flagged[ q] . y ,01_ Whi te) ; 
q++; 

} 

void CAOCRView::StepTwoThin(CDC · pDC) 
{ 

} 

int ij ,k=O,I=O,m=O,q=O,ed _ line=O,sUine=O; 
strllct flag { 

int x, y; 
}; 
m_B lack = OxOOOOOOOO; 
m_ White = OxOOFFFFFF; 
flag flagged[129000]; 
for (i=O;i<=bm.b01I-leight;i++){ 
for U=O;j <=b01.b01Width;j ++){ 
if (pDC->GetPixeIU ,i)==m _Black) { 

if (lsContollr(pDCj ,i)){ 

} 
} 

} 

if (( (cond 1 U ,i,pDC» =2)&&( cond 1 U ,i,pDC)<=6) )&& 
(cond2U ,i,pDC)== I )&&( cond23 (pDCj ,i) )&&( cond24(pDC,j ,i))) { 

flagged[k].x = 0; fl agged[k] .y = 0; 
flagged[k].x = j ; 
flagged[k].y = i; k++; 

} 
} 

while (q<=k){ 
pDC->SetPixel(flagged [q].x,flagged[ q]. y ,m _ White); 
q++; 

} 



boo I CAOCRView: :lsContour(CDC' pDC,int x,int y) 
{ 

} 

111_ White = OxOOFFFFFF; 
if (pDC->GetPixel(x,y-l )==111_ White) return TRUE; 
else if(pDC->GetPixel(x-1 ,y- I )==111_ White) return TRUE; 
else if(pDC->GetPixel(x-1 ,Y)==I11_ White) return TRUE; 
else if(pDC->GetPixel(x-1 ,y+ 1)==111_ White) return TRUE; 
else if(pDC->GetPixel(x,y+ I )==111 White) return TRUE; 
else if(pDC->GetPixel(x+ 1 ,y+ 1 )==111_ White) return TRUE; 
else if(pDC->GetPixel(x+ 1 ,Y)==I11_ White)return TRUE; 
else if(pDC->GetPixel(x+ 1 ,y- l )==I11_ White) return TRUE; 
else return FALSE; 

int CAOCRView::condl (int x, int y, CDC ' pDC) 
{ 

} 

illt count=O; 
111_ B lack=OxOOOOOOOO; 
if(pDC->GetPixel(x,y- 1 )==111_ Black) count++; 
if(pDC->GetPixel(x-1 ,y- I )==111_ Black) count++; 
if(pDC->GetPixel(x- l ,Y)==I11_ Black) count++; 
if(pDC->GetPixe l(x- l ,y+ 1 )==111 _Black) count++; 
if(pDC->GetPixel(x,y+ I )==111_ Black) count++; 
if(pDC->GetPixel(x+ 1 ,y+ 1 )==111_ Black) count++; 
if(pDC->GetPixel(x+ 1 ,Y)==111_Black) count++; 
if(pDC->GetPixel(x+ I ,y- l )==111_ Black) count++; 
return count; 

CAOCRView: :cond2(int x, int y, CDC 'pDC) 
{ 

int SU111=O; 
111_ Black=OxOOOOOOOO; 
111_ White=OxOOFFFFFF; 
if«pDC->GetPixel(x,y-1 )==111_ Whi te )&&(pDC->GetPixel(x- 1 ,y-l )==111_ Black)) 

SUI11++; 
if«(pDC->GetPixel(x-l ,y-I)==m_ White)&&(pDC->GetPixel(x-l ,y)==m_Black)) 

sum++; 
if«pDC->GetPixel(x-l ,y)==m _ White)&&(pDC->GetPixel(x-1 ,y+ I )==m _Black)) 

sum++; 
if«(pDC->GetPixel(x- l ,y+ I )==m_ White)&&(pDC->GetPixel(x,y+ 1)==I11_Black)) 

sum++; 
if«pDC->GetPixel(x,y+ 1 )==m_ White )&&(pDC->GetPixel(x+ 1 ,y+ 1 )==111_ Black)) 

sum++; 
if«pDC->GetPixel(x+ 1 ,y+ I )==m_ White)&&(pDC->GetPixel(x+ I ,Y)==111 _Black)) 

sum++; 



} 

if((pOC->GetPixel(x+ I ,Y)==I11_ White)&&(pOC->GetPixel(x+ 1 ,y- I )==I11_Black)) 
SUI11++; 

if((pOC->GetPixel(x+ I ,y-l )==111_ White )&&(pOC->GetPixel(x,y-1 )==111_ Black)) 
SUI11++; 
return SUI11 ; 

boo I CAOCRView::condI3(COC* pOC, int x, int y) 
{ 

} 

111_ White = OxOOFFFFFF; 
if ((pOC->GetPixel(x,y-1 )==111_ White )11(POC->GetPixel(x+ I ,Y)==I11_ White )11 

(pOC->GetPixel(x,y+ I )==I1l_ White)) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

bool CAOCRView::condI4(COC* pOC, int x, int y) 
{ 

} 

Ill_White = OxOOFFFFFF; 
if ((pOC->GetPixel(x+ I ,Y)==I11_ White )1I(POC->GetPixel(x,y+ I )==111_ White)1I 

(pOC->GetPixel(x- l ,y)==m_ White)) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

boo I CAOCRView: :cond23(COC* pOC, int x, int y) 
{ 

} 

Ill_White = OxOOFFFFFF; 
if ((pOC->GetPixel(x,y-1 )==111_ White )11(pOC->GetPixel(x+ 1 ,Y)= 111 _ White )11 

(pOC->GetPixel(x-l ,Y)==I11_ White)) 
return TRUE; 

else 
retmn FALSE; 

bool CAOCRView::cond24(COC* pOC, int x, int y) 
{ 

} 

111_ White = OxOOFFFFFF; 
if ((pOC->GetPixel(x,y-1 )==111_ White)II(pOC->GetPixel(x,y+ 1 )==111_ White)1I 

(pOC->GetPixel(x- l ,Y)==I11_ White)) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 



I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1//11 
II CAOCRView Recognition 

void CAOCRView: :OnRecogniseO 
{ 

} 

II TODO: Add your command handler code here 

CClientDC dc(thi s); 
CDC dcImage; 
if(!dcImage.CreateCol11patibleDC(&dc)) 

return; 
CBitmap* PBitmap = dcIl11age.SelectObject(&m_Bitmap); 
featurextractor( &dcImage); 
AfxMessageBox("Feature Extraction Completed ... "); 
return; 

void CAOCRView::featurextractor(CDC *pDC) 
{ 

int i,j ,k=O,m=O,s,t,v; 
int n=O,p=O, I=O,space=O,st_ v,ed_ v,sUl,edJl ; 
m _ Black=OxOOOOOOOO; 
FILE *fpfeature; 
if ((fpfeature = fopen ("Demo.out" ,"w"))== NULL) 

MessageBox("Can not Open Fidel Saving File"); 
sUine=O; ed Jine=O; 
for(i=O;i<=bm.bl11Height; i++){ 

k = O; 
for(j =O;j<=bm.bm Width; j++) 
if(pDC->GetPixel(j,i)==m_ Black)k+= I ; 

if((k!=O) && (l11==O)){sUine = i; m= I ;} 
else if ((k==O) && (111==1)){ 

ed_line = i- I ; m= 0; 
if (( ed _ line-sUine) > IS){ 

p=O; 
for(s=O;s<=hl11. bm Width; s++){ 

v=O; 
for(t=sUine; t<=edJine; t++) 

if(pDC->GetPixel(s,t)==m_Black)v+= I ; 
if((v !=O) && (p==O)){ 

st_ v = s; p= I ; 
if ((st_v-ed_v) > 30) space = I ; 

} 
else if((v==O) && (p== I)){ 

ed _ v = s-l ; p=O; 
if((ed_ v-st_ v»6){ 

st_h = 0; n=O; 



far(l=sUine;I<=edJine; l++){ 
v= 0; 

for(t=st_ v; t<=ed _ v; t++) 
if(pDC->GetPixel(t, I)==m _ Black){ v+= I ;break;} 
if((v!=O) && (n==O)){sUF I; n= l ;} 
else if((v==O) && (n== I)){ed_h=I-I ;break;} 
else if((v !=O) && (n==1) &&(l==edJine») ed_h=l; 

} 
for (l=sUl; I<=ed _h;l++) 

for (n=st v;n<=ed v;n++){ - -
if (pDC->GetPixel(n,I)==m_ Black) { 

lpk[l-sUl]=n-st_ v; 
break; 

} 
} 

for (l=st_h;l<=ed_h;l++) 
for (n=ed _ v;n>=st_ v;n--){ 

} 

if (pDC->GetPixel(n,I)==m_Black){ 
rpk[l-st_ h]=n-st_ v; 
break; 

} 

for (I=SU1;1<=ed_h;I++){ 
width[l-sUl]=rpk[l-sUl]-1 pk[l-st_ h] ; 

} 
for (l=st_h+ I ;l<=ed Jl;I++){ 

} 

Idef[l-st_ h ]=lpk[l-sUl]-lpk[l-sUl-1 ]; 
rdef[l-sUl]=rpk[l-sUl]-rpk[l-sUl-1] ; 

tatwidth=ed _ v-st_ v; 
tatheight=ed _h-st_ h; 

/ / --------fidel matching -----------
current = root; 
dol 

st~nt = current->start; 
ed ~nt = current->end; 
swi tch( current ->functian) { 

case 1: n=func _ 10; break; 
case 2 : n=func 20; break; 
case 3: n=func_30; break; 
case 4: n=func_ 40; break; 
case 5: n=func_50; break; 
case 6: n=func_60; break; 
case 7: n=func_70; break; 
case 8: n=func_80; break; 
case 9: n=func _90; break; 



} 

} 
} 

} 

} 

case 10: n=func _ 100; break; 
case II: n=func _ 110; break; 
case 13: n=func_ 130; break; 
case 14: n=func_ 140; break; 
case 16: n=func_ 160; break; 
case 17: n=func _ 170; break; 
case 18: n=func_ 180; break; 
case 19: n=func_ 190; break; 
case 20: n=func_200; break; 
case 21: n=func _2 10 ; break; 
case 22: n=func_220; break; 
case 23: n=func_230; break; 
case 24: n=func_240; break; 
case 25 : n=func _250; break; 
case 26: n=func_260; break; 
case 28: n=func _280; break; 
case 29: n=func_290; break; 
case 31 : n=func _3 10; break; 
case 32: n=func_320; break; 

if(n== I) current=current->left; 
else current = current->ri ght; 

wh ile «current->right != NULL)&&(current->left !=NULL)); 
fputc( current->fidel , fpfeature); 

} 
} 
if(space == I){ 

} 
} 

fputc(32 , fpfeature);space = 0; 

fputc(13 ,fpfeature); 
} 

////1/1/////1/1/////////////////////////////////////////// 
// CAOCRView Feature Extraction Functions 

int CAOCRView::func 320 
{ // (lpk[edynt]-lpk[stynt])) 

int Diff; 
if( ed ynt>totheight) ed _pnt=totheight; 
Diff =lpk[edynt]- Ipk[stynt] ; 
if(Diff <= current->tlu'eshold) return I ; 

else return 0; 



} 

int CAOCRView: :func 310 
{ II (rpk[ed~nt] - rpk[st---'pntJ)) 
int Diff; 

if( ed ~I1t>totheight) ed ~nt=totheight ; 

Diff = rpk[ed---'pnt]- rpk[st~nt] ; 

if(Diff <= current->threshold) return 1; 
else return 0; 

} 

int CAOCRView::func_280 
{ II (min (Lpk)) 

} 

int c,lnin; 
min = Ipk[st~ntJ; 

if( ed ~nt>totheight) ed ---'pnt=totheight; 
for( c =st~nt+ 1 ;c<=ed ~nt; c++){ 

if(lpk[c] < min) min = Ipk[c]; 
} 

if(min <= current->threshold) return I; 
else return 0; 

int CAOCRView: :func_290 
{ II (min (width)) 

} 

int c,min; 
min = width[st~ntJ; 

if( ed ---'pnt>totheight) ed ~nt=totheight ; 

for(c =st~nt+ 1 ;c<=ed---'pnt; c++){ 
if(width[c] < min) min = width[c]; 
} 

if(min <= current->threshold) return I ; 
else return 0; 

int CAOCRView::func 10 
{ II (max (width)) 
int C,Inax; 
max = width [st~nt]; 

if(ed~nt > totheight) ed~nt = totheight; 
for( c =st~nt+ 1 ;c<=ed ---'pnt; c++) 
{ 

if(width[c] > max) max = width[c] ; 
} 
if(max <= current->threshold) return I; 



else return 0; 
} 

int CAOCRView::fune_20 
{ II (max (ldef)) 

} 

int c,max; 
max = IdefTstynt] ; 
if( ed ynt>totheight) ed ~nt=totheight; 

fore e =stynt+ 1 ;e<=ed y nt; e++){ 
if(ldefT e ]>max) max = IdefT e]; 
} 

if(max <= current->threshold) return I ; 
else return 0; 

int CAOCRView::fune_ 140 
{ II (max (rdef)) 

} 

int e,max; 
max = rdefTstynt]; 
if( ed ynt>totheight) ed ~nt=totheight; 

forCe =stynH I ;e<=edynt; e++){ 
if(rdefTe]>max) max = rdefTe] ; 

} 
if(max <= eUITent->threshold) return I ; 

else return 0; 

int CAOCRView: :fune_200 
{ II (diff (ldef)) 

} 

int max, min, e, diff; 
max = IdefTstynt] ; 
min = IdefT st~nt]; 
if( ed ynt>totheight) ed ynt=totheight; 
fore e =sty nt+ 1 ;e<=ed ~nt; e++){ 

} 

if (ldefTe] > max) max = IdefTe] ; 
if(ldefTe] < min) min = IdefTe]; 

diff = max - min; 
if(diff <= eurrent->threshold) return 1; 
else return 0; 

int CAOCRView::func 240 
{ II (d iff (lpk)) 

int max, min, e, diff; 
max = Ipk[stynt] ; 
min = Ipk[stynt]; 



} 

if( ed .JJnt>totheight) ed y nt=totheight; 
fore c =stynt+ 1 ;c<=ed .JJnt; c++){ 

if(lpk[c] > max) max = Ipk[c]; 
if (lpk[c] < min) min = Ipk[c]; 

} 
diff = max - min; 
if(di ff <= current->threshold) return I; 
else return 0; 

int CAOCRView: :func 160 
{ II (di ff (rdef) 

} 

int max, min, c, diff; 
max = rdefTst.JJnt]; 
min = rdefTst.JJnt] ; 
if( ed .JJnt>totheight) ed .JJnt=totheight; 
fore c =st.JJnt+ I ;c<=ed .JJnt; c++){ 

} 

if (rdefTc] > max) max = rdefTc]; 
if (rdefT c] < min) min = rdefT c]; 

diff = max - min; 
if( diff <= current->threshold) return I; 
else return 0; 

int CAOCRView::func_ 180 
{ II (diff (rpk» 

} 

int JllaX, nlin,c; 
max = rpk[st.JJnt] ; 
min = rpk[st.JJnt]; 
if( ed ynt>totheight) ed .JJnt=totheight; 
fore c =st.JJnt+ 1 ;c<=ed .JJnt; c++){ 

} 

if (rpk[c] > max) max = rpk[c] ; 
if(rpk[c] < min) min = rpk[c]; 

if«max - min) <= current->threshold) return 1; 
else return 0; 

int CAOCRView::func 50 
{ II (sum rdef) 
int c,sum ~ 

sum = abs(rdefT st.JJnt]) ; 
if( ed _pnt>totheight) ed .JJnt=totheight; 
fore c =st.JJnt+ I ;c<=ed .JJnt; c++){ 

sum += abs(rdefTc]) ; 
} 



if(sum <= current->threshold) return 1; 
else return 0; 

} 

int CAOCRView: :func_ 130 
{ II (sum (width)) 

int C,SUln; 
sum = width[stynt]; 
if( ed _pnt>totheight) ed JJnt=totheight; 
fore c =stJJnt+ 1 ;c<=ed ynt; c++){ 

sum +=width[ c]; 
} 

if(sum <= current->threshold) return I; 
else return 0; 

} 

int CAOCRView::func 80 
{ II (sum (lpk)) 

} 

int c ,sUln; 
sum = Ipk[stJJnt] ; 
if( ed _pnt>totheight) ed ynt=totheight; 
fore c =stJJnt+ 1 ;c<=ed ynt; c++){ 

sum +=Ipk[c] ; 
} 

if(sum <= current->threshold) return 1; 
else return 0; 

int CAOCRView::func 210 
{ II (sum (ldet)) 

} 

int C,SUln; 
sum = abs(ldefl stJJnt]) ; 
if( ed JJnt>totheight) ed ynt=totheight; 
fore c =stJJnt+ 1 ;c<=ed JJnt; c++){ 

sum +=abs(ldefl c]); 
} 

if(sum <= current->tlu'eshold) return I ; 
else retmn 0; 

int CAOCRView::func_ IIO 
{ II (min (rpk)) 
in! c,min; 
min = rpk[stynt] ; 
if( ed JJnt>totheight) ed ynt=totheight; 
fore c =stJJnt+ 1 ;c<=ed JJnt; c++){ 

if(rpk[c] < min) min = rpk[c]; 

I 
I 
I 

I 

J 



} 
if(min <= current->threshold) return I; 

else return 0; 
} 

int CAOCRView::func_250 
{ II (min (ldef) 

} 

int c,111i n; 
min = Idef[st_pnt] ; 
if( ed ~nt>totheight) ed ~nt=totheight; 
fore c =st~nH I ;e<=ed ynt; e++){ 

if(ldef[c] < min) min = Idef[c] ; 
} 

if(min <= current->threshold) return I ; 
else return 0; 

int CAOCRView::func_70 
{ II (Width-max(ldef) 
int c,delta; 

} 

delta = Idef[stynt]; 
if( ed ~nt>totheight) ed ~nt=totheight ; 

fore e =sUJnt+ I ;c<=ed ynt; c++){ 
if(ldef[c] > delta) delta = Idef[c]; 
} 

delta = totwidth - delta; 
if(delta <= current->threshold) return I ; 

else return 0; 

int CAOCRView: :lime 190 
{ II (Width-max(rdef) 
int c,delta; 

} 

delta = rdef[ stynt]; 
if( ed ~nt>totheight) ed ~nt=totheight; 
fore c =st_pnH I ;c<=ed ~nt; c++){ 

if(rdef[c]>delta) delta = rdef[c]; 
} 

delta = totwidth-delta; 
if( delta <= current->threshold) return 1; 

else return 0; 

int CAOCRView: :func _ 170 
{ II (Width-max(lpk» 
int c,delta; 
delta = Ipk[stynt]; 



} 

if( ed ynt>totheight) ed ~nt=totheight; 
fore c =stynt+ 1 ;c<=ed y nt; c++){ 

if(lpk[ c ]>delta) delta = lpk[ c]; 
} 

delta = totwidth - delta; 
if( delta <= current->threshold) return I ; 

else return 0; 

int CAOCRView::func_230 
{ II (Width - min (width)) 

} 

int c,delta; 
delta = width[st~nt]; 

if( ed y nt>totheight) ed ynt=totheight; 
fore c =stynt+ I ;c<=ed y nt; c++){ 

if(width[c] < delta) delta = width[c]; 
} 

delta = totwidth - delta; 
if( delta <= current->threshold) return 1; 

else return 0; 

int CAOCRView::func_260 
{ II (Width - min (lpk)) 
int c,delta; 

} 

delta = lpk[stynt]; 
if( ed ynt>totheight) ed ynt=totheight; 
for(c =stynt+ 1 ; c<=ed~nt; c++){ 

if(lpk[ c] < delta) delta = lpk[ c]; 
} 

delta = totwidth - delta; 
if(delta <= current->threshold) return 1; 

else return 0; 

int CAOCRView::func_ 40 
{ II (Width - min (rpk)) 

} 

int c,delta; 
delta = rpk[st~nt] ; 

if( ed y nt>totheight) ed ynt=totheight; 
fore c =stynt+ 1 ;c<=ed ~nt; c++){ 

if(rpk[c] < delta) delta = rpk[c] ; 
} 

delta = totwidth - delta; 
if(delta <= current->threshold) return I ; 

else return 0; 



int CAOCRView::func_30 
{ II (max (Ipk)) 
int C,111ax; 
max = lpk[stynt] ; 
if( ed ynt>totheight) ed ynt=totheight; 
forCe =stynt+ 1 ;e<=ed_pnt; e++){ 

if(max < lpk[e]) max = lpk[e] ; 
} 

if(max <= eurrent->threshold) return 1; 
else return 0; 

} 

int CAOCRView::fune_60 
{ II (sum (rpk)) 

} 

int e,sum; 
sum = rpk[stynt]; 
if( ed ynt>totheight) ed ynt=totheight; 
fore e =stynt+ 1 ;c<=ed ynt; e++) { 

sum += rpk[e]; 
} 

if(sum <= eurrent->threshold) return 1; 
else return 0; 

int CAOCRView::func_90 
{ II (max (rpk)) 

} 

int c,lnax; 
max = rpk[stynt] ; 
if( ed ynt>totheight) ed ynt=totheight; 
fore e =stynt+ I ;e<=ed ynt; e++){ 

if(max < rpk[c]) max = rpk[c] ; 
} 

if(max <= current->threshold) return I; 
else return 0; 

int CAOCRView::func 100 
{ II (Width - max (width)) 
int c,delta; 
delta = width[stynt]; 
if( ed ynt>totheight) ed ynt=totheight; 
fore c =styl1t+ 1 ;c<=ed ynt; c++) { 

if(width[c]>delta) delta = width[c]; 
} 

delta = totwidth - delta; 
if( delta <= current->threshold) return 1; 



else return 0; 
} 

int CAOCRView::func_220 
{ II (min (rde£) 

} 

int c,111in; 
min = rdeflst~ntl ; 
if( ed ~nt>totheight) ed y nt=totheight; 
fore c =st~nt+ 1 ;c<=ed ~nt; c++) { 

if(min > rdeflc]) min = rdeflc]; 
} 

if(min <= current-> threshold) return 1; 
else return 0; 

II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I IIII 
II CAOCRView Binary Tree Loading 

vo id CAOCRView::Binary treeO 
{ 

FILE *fp ; 
int temp_ Iabel,i; 

if «fp= fopen("Fideldata.out" , "r"» ==NULL) 
MessageBox("Can not Open Database File"); 

if«root = new database)==NULL) 
MessageBox(" Root is NULL !! "); 

root->parent = NULL ; 
root-> Ieft = NULL; 
root->ri ght = NULL; 
current = root; 
fscanf(fp,"%d %d" , &root-> type,&root->labeJ) ; 
fscanf(fp,"%d %d %d %d",&root-> function,&root->threshold, 

&root ->start,&root ->end); 
temp_ label = root->Iabel; 
while( !feof(fp»{ 

if«temp = new database)==NULL) 
MessageBox("Temp is NULL!") ; 

temp->parent = N ULL; 
temp-> Iefi = NULL; 
temp->right = NULL; 
fscanf(fp,"%d %d", &temp->type,&temp-> labeJ) ; 
if(temp_Iabel < temp-> Iabel){ 

} 

current->Ieft = temp; 
temp->parent = current; 
current = temp; 
temp_ label = temp-> Iabel; 



} 

} 

else if(tempJabel == temp->Iabel){ 
current = current->parent; 
current->right = temp; 
temp->parent = current; 
current = temp; 
tempJabei = temp->Iabel; 

} 
else if(tempJabel > temp->Iabe l){ 

} 

int inter = temp_label-temp->label; 
for(i=O;i<=inter; i++) 

current = current->parent; 
current->right = temp; 
temp->parent = current; 
current = temp; 
temp_label = temp->Iabel ; 

if(temp->type == 1) 
fscanf(fp,"%d %d %d %d" ,&temp->function,&temp->threshold , 

&temp->start,&temp->end); 
else fscanf(fp,"%d",&temp->fide l); 

delete temp; 
fc1ose(fp ); 



Appendix V: Sample Test Results 



Test case 1 

n°,/()°'/t,:" tfli·M.:" ilOU~'~ hl.;J"lfIJili- I'hlj:tn 'P16LJ. w-J!'J!'~i- h·~"lil""'P.w- I' 

,}il9" I'!!f °'t:"C ·nttw- I'/)TC:" nUlt. i-'~ "'1()t.lj:",w- Y/H' tJl11. n,}A C~;J

w-j'.j'.1: n ... n'l.J!n:" w:":" n,}ou1: w-/)'I' 1''''6.601>':'' w-il'PA ,}II°'/w-'~ "'''lflt.'P. iI 

0,/ J!' I. "I n h lj:t n 'P.;f: Ii I'C ... tlI'Ifo n'p t Y t T'{I lI. tJ 1'''' J!''I'' n ou A ,,,:,. ~ w- {I H. u9" ou 

/Pl.:" ;J-w-:J:A hlj::J't twY '1'/):" '}ou:" n;J-i- It J!'}. 0'l.ll. 7i Y n°'l.A out 1\"'p Mfl 

t.li {lCn;J- J!;J6, (IlcH nl'ltll1n9" nou'~"lp':" ...... tJ;f:A tI;J-r.:,. i-"l~i- ountl 

A 1'°,/,ouJ!1t ~ouC outc iI:"{l tl()m9"tI-{l:" h1J! \,,(l,lj: nJ!/);J- I'°'l~fln:" .,,1 iI 

9"1 fI"lfl{l' h :"m'" 9" n:,,9" lI.mli 4':" h'~ J!' J! 4!:J' f'l.'" I.w-

~nc '}j'.~ 'l"t. h11;1,'~ n()'~{lI\,'I'9" nil:"{l P'~ P'C,}:" OU1"ln:" flil1·{ll.foi- wj'.9" 

.fi;J'P. wtl,A l'w-tJAli o·I()I.;t>;w-·~li I'fliI{I,:"H' 1'°'l.A /);J:" OYfJJ!{.·~ lAK'PA w

at. ou()t.;J-:fw- /)A ... J!1.()n:" ~w- ilhC/)P'li ilou()ftoi-P' iI,Ynlj:n, h'~J!' I'TlI./) 

ou'p~'~ IIj'. hA;J-()C9" j'.nw- J!t.f'l. /)iI hW-~;J- A:"~C 1'J!1.()i- 'pl.~ ilOD~ODtY 

1./1, nJ!' ;J0'/, I'wfIJ n"lJ!' I'hOYt.w- 11m.t.'P. tJNI'P. nMII If/)'(;J-A lJJ,9"~ P't. 

h·~~j'.nlifl:fw- :"W-AJ!. tl()0't·) tJlj:iI U1C nf'l-°'/lI.Y 1'''111 h~,()' '}ou:" h~H.U u
I\,;J-P'i- flJ!I.1-:" tI'I"1'i- /'IiI°'l."III tI",ou/)(Il ."iln:" w-/)'I' M~:w- h~9" il'it,w

YI'u-:",~ h'~J!' 1'6LJ.t.¥":j, .fi;J'P. 6.:J'J!' YII:fw-1li I'HOU}.·) "ll1C o'/mli." :J';fw-'~ 9" 

.) :"C1-9" Mw- fliI{I,:"P' j'.:"C;J-:fw-·~ tI ... o,/ w')J!'OI>' H1J!' 'l.J!'~ w1J!' I't.f'l- lj:II 

"I:" Mw- M' 1"l"lC (b.y':Ji h')J!' IIj'. If~w- A9"J!' wj'.9" tl°J.:Ji ;JC flII:fw- MI. 

w- 1 J!fl.U h'~~n J! w-7j n1"lJ!' ou9" tYw- I'<I!'I''I'C P't. n()6.C w-/)'I' oulf}'1li 

j'.U9" '1'';. "16,:" j'.1f·~AP';J-A 'PliW- M:" M ... o,/1.1 nflull i-'~ ou/PI.:" I'0,/~:" n 

1t{''M. J!' I./) 

1'O'f. 'I'{.:" n ... i\Yr. I'h.H·::t Y tJlj:A tI~Ar::F;fw- "'''l1'M'ilw- /)01>' ·(lfto flII:fw· 

1./1, j'.ou6w- ... ·) {I() .. fi- w-/)'I' I'hJ!ll1 (J{J '{iY6!;" houAtJ1''PA nt'}' nH.u ,}ou:'· 

'I'IH ~'I'11 hC{l hJ!~i- ... m:J'°'l. I'If}'flrw- hl'C fll'C 'l'nnl11 I'0'/.Y J!4-lj:C ouc 

;t>; ou"ltYP'i- WiH;J;t>; I''P;J 6fl'°'lt fin':" I'hUA hl.</:li mil {I,.y.i- w-/)'I' {ltllj:1'11 

M·nl.w- lAmw- ()'I"}"~ m~;e. IIj'. I'n~:" ,}ou:" tlMC "'J!9" f'l.A nh.tJI'I1;'fli1 

ouCU 9"C:" wj'.9" J!"l'l" nlny 1J"l 1'1·()t. 14 7i. tI-'~;J-A /)I;1,C ilh~./) hnfl M" 

'{lcn ().fJj'. ftJAA @ "'wYM' w-fJ~ 



Test case 2 

tlfr tI'P:j>9" ID-"L" 1'lI\°'/.ln N-A41') "1'1") 'I';J roJ! 1~ ()J':O'/,ID- r1'tII\tII\· 6K'+') OV 

ID-(}~ onJ>:ov~·1 Wilt.fI· r;/,1"11"') roC n~.ovfltl~· flflH· V-fl~' rot.~· ht.~· I\.e. h')J! 

°'/.11 1 A~A nOV1'i11 'nH';)1 OV"lflR" hfI/tI\'L Ult. '+1 tiM, ;) .e.f\{\I\(\' '<'ID-~I\'P. h') J! 

°7.Hl;J9" m :j>(}'I' A nhC~;/' °'/"171:') 'I'rotl~ lf1m· nt.(}O n°,/{l1'~J!C h tlfln.ID-') flO,! A 

on· .e.u mLu h')~fI h.Hi/'l1'C''+ nlhll'n nov'HI7T I\.e. YfllD- h.'r'i°U'P. h~lT'i 0'1 

1nt.'P. fllD-'P 1,')1;1.') fl1,;/' '+') flOV~;)).;/' '+1 flh.r(}·/'I ovJ>:ovty rlH'~") rh.)C~.e.HC 

fI~·t hCN),) r'l'm'+ M't') h1J!1f'I'+ 

V-fl· UlIn-9" rlD-"IHT :J'A ',,'WC h')J! 1,,y.,+ h1~.~· :j>9"'PA rh.TI"l\'Y lh'l'iT h9"fI 

flv>t.,1''1''+ r°7.ln r~/'I1'°'lC H Po (}Sl~ 1'11/10 n9" A ,}1' 1-flh,1D- 1'rolH nr,}ov1: V-fI 

T 0'/.fl.1"1 ;hll,n ~;Jr;:. h')~.Y J!C1- mM:A r!f~ ClDA6h1'11 n/i.v- 'ttl. rUlt. '+') r,~ 

C h1MT 'i1H' .e.u9" 'nc:j>~ chOO'/'I fllhll,n .e.4- rlf~1D- rov')l~ I"t. I'I.m'i4':j> n'l'~11 

H 'rCfI'i r'rc/'I lI/'1h/\,,y·,+ 1· ... ;/'.<. 1f~lD-n;/,A (\,~;JA 1:1'C ;).e./\, flfI/t1D- ~ch(\, roC n 

4''P;/' r~n'i1 nCIDIf). In&.9'~ htlfln.1D- M":J'A hV-1 yr'iTID- hh'l'4-~' nUlt.'+') 

h') J! "Iii YfI'~") ;/'1\1\:j> hlD-&.9''+ h')1;I. /'100' h') J! o,/.y ... rlD- u'IC .e.ro~A hT'i'<' 5:1. ~ID-

r;:.:j>c (}'Pf- r;:.:j>c ClD4'nA ~ClDT'i r?fl'n lICY I'I.flA V-fl·9" ClDCH'1''+ 'iTID- nM1: fI 

/'IAm'ilD- 1' ... ;/'.<.9''+ ID-/'I'P nM·C 111lch'i ~'l hID-at. "I1f1C h'Bt n1'''If1C ru'!.e.roll) n. 

1f')jI" lIf1lD- YflOO'AT) YM!f'+'n rH.e.~·'i rM 9""I'n ii4'1l) ii4''P h')J!U<I.e.!fA m41 

CID'I'A hY/\, 'iTID- fl9""'/\' h')~ r"lth ')1-/'1 r~.e.tI/tA "Il1C rU'lMIfID-') 6:J' .e.mt. ~n 

C nh.~·I"l\'Y9" h~ M:J' 

fl1'/t'i:J'1" '+ rmS hlA"I/Io~' 1'1./'1'1' 'PCIl)&''i '+"I~ r~nllD- novJ>:ovtY9'~ '}ov;/' 

~. I\.e. ~nc r1'rofl~tl-T n1 924 ,}9" Hnl1v>/tC A~ /'100' r'l"'l1 hChC 1'I.~"'9" h 

Mnl')9" hV~· 1,')J!9""'/\' ~CJ>.~;/''+') nlJ!'9" 1.tI. rp't. A9"~'i !f.e.'i A~ rlf~ 

fifif o'//'Irol~ HPo h"l1;/'fl '+ hr;:. CID')"L"f roJ! fifif r°7.;/'ro4'1D- '} ... ht.T '}.e. 

'i'+ YfllD- 11:1:11 ClDAtl9" 9"'1'1:1 MA~A 1'11/10 r°'/.mt.1D- ~CJ!'~· nhu'/,ttl'i tI 

hlt1: 1'mCll)t9''+ nov~~ I"C h')~. ln· Y J!C;JA rCIDtltlfll11D- h'l'ii hcif A°'! 

~. ~CJ!'~· 4-lIttl'+1 rOUClDC;/'TID-1 

I 
I 
I 
I 

j 



Output of test case 1 printed using WashRa font on WashRa database 

flO?(tU?~'1. 'I'7f:p;.&. 'I. '100 ;J:p;' fll ... ·~I1)'1'1l ~hlJ:tt. nhJ;l. rJ'''I''1e:i- h't:r 

'P. ... n.h fnM" f'lT 6(;b ... ·C 'Illtn fl'lJ.~C11. IlH .... ~'Il:P;. fr:p;'1'IU1J:1'h J'T-f'l< Pl,l 

'InA c.y·:r n.e.e'" fl1:'I''L~(t''', 11' ~ ..... flnoo11. hl'l1I) ~o·&.pOD'(t. rJ'(tnA nilH. 

11' J! l' ~fI&' h (t WI"I t ~ IlM.t'l''L P: ... ~C ~ rtH" 1lP' t 'l t '): n 'P. 'I' f <k '''''1'' (tooo·.r 

t> ~h ll'P.U9" OO(lllt 1:11''1'1 hu:1't 'I'H'L Tn'l. noo(t. 1l1:'Il Il· ..... t- H.'P.if'L 

flU?A oot rJ'P' MflM. IlCt.1· ~;c>;~ (ll;c>;.HI·Il(ttll:p;'t.9" (t00:p;'J!.(t4- fr1:(JJ<frlJ 

PII~11. 'Il:re:i- ovt.wA fltoo~1l' .rooc ootc (t:"(1 '1(tm9"w.1l1'1. '1T1 I"lbh 

fl1'11: ~H.~flll(\- n '19"'t '1~flll' flfr~4-9"IlNI 'P.1l''i'<k-'l.. t.:P;."1 14!:I' l'I.4-lh 

~nc n.e't Cf"~ ~:P;.II:P;. 1'I'I:p;'1l1b1l)9" (t~'t>(I (t~ (tcn'l. ooT~I'II'I· '1'1:p;'f1l.y·'Il n.e 

9" \t;c>;n. n'P.ll· fh(JJ<A;r H.(tl1rJ'J!'i' ~fI(tI1, ... H fH.1J 'fI;C>;/'I· O? ... ~t>:P;. To·onT

rJ'6(;b oo(t~II ~:rJ' 'I AIJ'~ ll'lll ... · ~rJ' 'I h c(t h'i' '1oonl'lo'llh 'P.'L'I'M· t>:p;. "I ~ J! 

1'1. 'I oop'~:p;. II'L (tT-NIC9" .eMl 1~1'I. lit. hhH frt;JC f1l11t P'l;J '100 

4!00tj' :.ttl, 1l"l;C>;H' fnllJ ~:p;.~"1 fhH·&.h f1U·'I. (JJ<Il'II"I Ilh'lll rJ'(t'l.1:A Il' 

lie: ll~ h:p;';J .e1l ... fll1'rJ' /'I·rJ'lJl, wllH.:p;. (JJ<U'I JI ... ·C IlIl'U?'P..r ~P:II M'I'\- noo .... 

h~'1U u-1b1:J!'g fl1l;c>;./'I· wCf"1:'Il n'lH,p:II wfrooll(ll .r;C>;fI'I. rJ'llllJ MCf"rJ' h~ 

9" llIi ~h 1£ ~1J·(t·:p;' t>:p;. "I 1·Q;),MI. 'P. 11 ... ·"1 &.:1'''1 1£ II l1'h:p;.;r ~Hoo(JJ<:p;' :rnc O?1l' 

T.r :l'TrJ''): 9":p;' I"C;c>;.ll Mh flfIl1,(\ ...... Pt>c,H"rJ':p;' w-tlt n:p;. "IOD' P:p;':r 'L 11 

n:p;. "I ~IJ T- M .... '1. h'lrJ' (\,(\- 't:r:rc 1bJ!':f t. T.y· II.e (ll ~ 11' A 9""1 rJ'.e9" 'f H. 11. 

;C>;'I. fI ... :f h hIllrJ' T 11l' IJ fI:p;';J 11 1 h if (t :p;'J!'''1 00 9" t.rrJ' ~ t> 11)'1' C II ~ '111&.C 

rJ'fllI) oo(llt-:p;' 'i' .e1J9" 'I't> ~~(\-.erJ':P;.Il· ..... 1: IJ "I'i'h llfI ... · 1l'l1'0?l1 n'l(JJ<II'P.:p;. 

00 (Ill.... ~JI j'I' 11. llll' t>:p;';JJI "Il n 

~H. 'I'M, fl1'n'll'f'P.H·oY (JJ<hA P~IJM'TrJ' 1'~1'A"'·t.h nOD' 1,0· nll:rh 

:.ttl, <k oo Tn1':p;' n(\-H· Mil) fh1J!if *'*' &..rH. (\001l'(JJ<1:"IA Iln ll'P.u noo 

I'\- "If111. ~1I)f1 (\C(I h1e:'P. 1·m:l'JlfrJ''I·'1f1h t>~C flfC 1I)1lnCf",) f~Nt>?c 

ooCJ!ooh.t.r J!'P. om .... .!'., ~n .... H.°?t flll'4- ~flUn- hl<k'i' mil I1,-i'-A tl'l1I) nP 

"I1''}: t> n'lllh TT-rJ'h llCf"(JJ<:p;' fI~;J~ II.e ~nj'l' t nool" PllflC N9" 'P.IJ (t(\-P 

flt:p;'"{j:p;' 00 C H 9" C ... • n.e9" 1 ~Cf" II T llj' IJ ~ ;r 1''1 (I ~ 'I 'P. w.:p;. 1'1l' nil C /'I h;JT'I 

t.llfl t>TflC'I~ <r. ... .e ~PAA IJW ~n'L.e.y· M~ 



Output oftest case 2 printed using WashRa font on WashRa database 

w.y,f P'I'~.S'" hH. flflH.(I1': ~""A~~ H,n)~ tJ~ tl1 OP *"{l6J;blf fTPflPn- *"OAJ>: QD 

If'l"l ou j'I" uo ~ ~ Wi" T Mb ~ 1" Tt .. J.! tI C nltuo fI'I'~ '1M, h. IJ-*" h. tI ut {I&. ~ I\.e ~ ~ 

1t'T1 ~'A'1n- nuoT'i"fI ·nH·:I'~ uoJ>:.11tJ {ln4ll\:( HJ>:&.'£~ ttt.~ :I' .eMfI{\, &.h;JI\'l 

~':1H·t't~S'" "I~_{ltJn' fI'1'l..y·,,· "'l~~':t·~ 1"tI'I'P J>:{ln- 'It-II- P"'l.{\fJ·;J1C {lttfl'l.h~ 

{I"'lU"'l"" .eu M. P h~;J(l t.. Wn1"C''£ nm.lI·n fluop:·nih. I\.e Y'IIf t.. P"'" It Yh h"l 

~""'i" "'l1"{I(l'l (ltl"l ~':I\~ {I'U'I'£~ ~uo"l:l'~1"'£~ {It..~"F(l ouluol'l ~~"I~'~ ft..'t 

CJ.!'l.uc fI~l ncr'{I~ ~"IilJA fln'l.~ fI~.j~(I1't'£ 

U·(b w-n-~S'" ftl»;-H"" :l'fJ. 4lTnC ~~1 ~Il'£ {I~1.fJ. ~S"'''IA ft..(}O·MY u:r'i"~ nM 

'1(11t-"-lI;J ~t'lf4- ~"'lnl\H.C H1. 1l'i"J>:~ fJ.l1flo nS"'n-tJ1" ~flh.h 1"hTif nfttuot 

IJ-{lh. t"p.r-J>: UlIl1 "Ihl '1~;JnC~ ~.el\n- r:r1- UOAhw-1"if '1'P.1J- :(H. fHT(lA~ 

f1-C '1~ 'II)"" '/tJ~ .euS'" ·n~_~~ IJ-OU"{I (lm.1I11 .e4- f(l1'tlf fuo~ ~'1- {lu 'P.ilJ'i" Y~_ 

n"l'tS"'H 9'C{I'i" :r9'C{I l1n'l{\,IlH. 1"1)"I&' (I1'tM1"U M""A 'I. 1" ~ :I'.eib '1f1t.h 'tU 

(\, tiC nYilJ1: ~t'YT:r1 nUO(l1). Tnuh:f {I'I'flfltl .e'l":I'fJ. ~IJ-~ 'l ~'i" Th t.h"l~1l 

flUT &.'£~ ~~ 1 P:H. Yt.·~~ "-III\~_ nh""h~' flJ>:1I 'IOU" '1'~11tyt)flf "'l~ .etl;Jn- tt 

:r:r &. 'i" t 'th h~_C {I"I.y. If:~C uo nn- "Iuo""'i" ~Ml1 lI~Y 'P.fln- IJ-(b{l uocu<;l''P. 

:r:fH fI*"'1t flnA"I'i"h 1"1)1:&'J.!'P. hCl"l nt.~c T1.tuT. 't:r {lh6J;b »;-~'1C t.~'l n 

"-:I'flC f"'1.etl"l fllf~S'" l1~If YflOU"n-~~ 'l{\fJ.y·A':~ ~u.e~·'i" I'M S"'»;-11 ':4l"l if 

t. 

"I t.~1"'L.e:rO· m~uoyn- ~Y{\''i'':ftl (lS"'QA ~':11 ~:I'lP ~~'1 ~"'l.ewt.n- »;-·nc ~"'l 

.eTlfh~ j>.':I' .em&. 't{lC nh.H·~'lS'" n't ~*":I' 

'10·4l'i" :l'r-"f fm.:r nJ>:n·»;-tt~· ll{lilJ ilJC~U'i" 'P.»;-~ ~'tn~If nuoifoulYp7. tJuo 

IIII- I\.e 'tfiC ~:r:If"f1"1m.(}o mTh'I tJS'" WI': (I1t.C fJ.~ {l0U"· ~'l1)11 w-Cw-~ 'P.'tI)S'" 

nn-'tfl~.~S'" tt"f.1- t.J>: .j1S"'1){\, "I~J.!'''''£J>: 'la'S'" :(H. ~{l4l n'S"'''I'i'' :r.e:r n' P 

:r(l1't .y,;fif t'ntlT1 t'1. (l~~ if ",tt'£ tth QD~H..y, tI.y, 4lifif :rt''''tlYh ttl) {It-

~, tJ.e'l"'P. Ynlf ·nTo': uouttS'" S"'tt":~ .eTa·fln· 1"l1tt ft'muh "ICN\.. ntt 

6liJ.4ltJ:r pn""·/l1: "·{f)~,~lhA flUO;J~ {lC h~1.J>:(b 'l.jIC~·"F ~uo'l.y,{I':If t.tJ~ 

flcif ut'~ "IChh. ~l1ltt;f~ ~t'yQD~II:rtJT 

J 



Output of test case I printed using Agafari -Addis zemen font with normal typestyle 011 Agafari

Addis Zemen Database 
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